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Issue
Name and 
Program # Source Type Channel Air Date

Air 
Time

Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Giving Back Public Report P    PR040517RAY WRAY 30.1 04/08/17  2:00pm 28:30 28:30
       

Scott Strother talks with Buzz Wilkinson about the Wilson Rotary Club.  Rotary is the largest national civic organization.  
Their current mission project is the eradication of polio and a clean water initiative. They are mostly business leaders that 
want to give back to their community by raising money for community projects.  Locally they give away $70,000.  They 
make friends and become like a family.  Any one from any walk of life can join.

Issue
Name and 
Program # Source Type Channel Air Date

Air 
Time

Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Health Public Report P    PR040217RAY WRAY 30.1 04/22/17  2:30pm 28:30 28:30
       

Scott Strother hosts TR Duckworth, a local fitness trainer about starting a journey to better health.  Life is complicated.  
Start exercising slowly, once or twice a week and build up.  30 to 45 minutes that can be divided into two segments.  You 
don’t have to join a gym.  Nutrition is 80% of the journey.  Eat whole foods instead of processed ones.  Eat a salad with 
chicken instead of a burger for lunch. Lifting weights won’t make you bulky, it will burn fat.

Issue
Name and 
Program # Source Type Channel Air Date

Air 
Time

Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Helping WomenPublic Report P    PR042617RAYA WRAY 30.1 04/29/17  2:30pm 28:30 28:30
       

Scott Strother interviews Jean Ehmke about the Assistance League of the Triangle, which is a volunteer organization that 
works to improve the lives of women, children and families.  It is a part of the national organization.  With Operation 
Schoolbell they provide clothes, shoes and school supplies to 17,000 children in past year and $144,000 in scholarships 
this year.  They also partner with other agencies to help women.  Their thrift shop is the way they raise the most funds.  

        Issue
Name  and 
Program #

Source Type Channel Air Date Air 
Time

Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Homeless Veterans WRAY 30.1 05/06/17 2:30pm 28:30 28:30

Scott Strother talks with Gary Farmer about helping homeless veterans.  There are 300 homeless veterans 
in 3 local counties.  Mr. Farmer got his friends in lions club and church involved to hold a picnic to honor 
them.  No pressure, just a get together.  People found out and offered their help.  It has continued to grow.  
One person getting involved can make a big difference.

        Issue
Name  and 
Program #

Source Type Channel Air Date Air 
Time

Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Feeding Needy WRAY 30.1 05/13/17 2:30pm 28:30 28:30

Troy Brown interviews April Baker from Touch of a Father’s Love Food Pantry in Battleboro.  God gave her the idea 
to start a food pantry that is available to anyone who needs help to get back on their feet, not just unemployed people.  
They have grown very quickly and grocery stores have been good in giving them a variety of healthy good, meat, 
produce, bread and pet food.  Many people have come back later and volunteered after they have been helped.  They 
can buy food for a discount so a small donation will go a long way.  They always need more volunteers.  Call April to 
get involved with the ministry.



        Issue
Name  and 
Program #

Source Type Channel Air Date Air 
Time

Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Ronald McDonald House WRAY 30.1 05/20/17 2:30pm 28:30 28:30

Troy Brown discusses the Ronald McDonald House of Eastern North Carolina with executive director Megan 
Woolard.  This particular house has 21 private bedrooms with baths, a communal kitchen, a game room and patio so 
families can focus on the healing of their child.  They don’t have to worry about where they will stay or how they will 
pay.  The average stay is 14 days at not cost to the families because they operate on donations.  In order to help, call 
or come by the house.

TP062017TLJ Mental Health or Medical
Many people get depressed from time to time; but for some people it is a chronic mental condition.  Some 
people dismiss depression as a personal problem, but sometimes depression does have a medical cause.  
Kim from Port St. Lucia, FL asked the pastors if there is anything in the bible about depression.   Dion 
from Raleigh, NC asked the pastors how a single Christian man could deal w/ loneliness, suicide, and 
depression.  The pastors said that many people suffer from depression because of anxiety or worry.  Don’t 
worry.  Take control of your thoughts that take you captive.  God has a plan and a purpose for your life.  
Some people worry about things that they don’t have any control over.  Read God’s Word.  It is living 
and active.  The thief comes to destroy, but Jesus came to give you life to the full.  In the Bible you can 
read about many people that got depressed including Moses, David, Elijah, Job, and Jonah.  Acknowledge 
your weakness and reach out for help.  Get the right people around you and grow in the right things.  
Some people treat depression as a circumstance.  We are finite beings living in a fallen world.  Children 
are born deformed, blind, deaf, or mental deficiencies.  There is also such a thing as chemical depression.  
One pastor on the program today comes from a long line of people in his family that have dealt with 
mental illness and/or depression.  He tried coming to the altar to get healing, but after 25 years he found 
no relief.  Once he told his doctor about his issue, the doctor prescribed medicine for him.  He found also 
immediate relief and thought it was a miracle.  The enemy wants you to be depressed.  Sin causes 
depression, but not all depression finds its roots in sin.  If you need medical help, get it.
 
ATP062017TLJ Alcohol/Drugs
When you turn on secular television, there are many advertisements for alcohol.  They make it look 
attractive and appealing.  Believers in Jesus Christ often deal with addiction of one form or another.  
Loretta from Akron, OH asked the pastors if someone who drinks and does drugs have the Holy Spirit 
inside of them.  The pastors said that they have a spirit within them, but it is not the Holy Spirit.  If the 
Holy Spirit is inside of me, He is not going to be willing to share me with other people.  Alcohol and drug 
abuse is spiritual fornication.  Your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit.  You have been redeemed by 
the blood of the Lamb, so walk therein.  Every Christian receives the Holy Spirit, but He doesn’t make 
you walk in a perfect way.  When Jesus’ disciples received the Holy Spirit, they still had doubts and 
challenges.  Prayer breaks the bondage of sin.  Pray through the temptation to drink or do drugs.  Jesus 
paid the price to set you free.  You may have addictions, but Jesus can help you overcome.  Overcoming 
addiction is a process.  Get some good people around you.   Drunkenness and drug addictions are deeds of 
the flesh.  Instead choose to live by the Spirit.  All of us struggle in some way with the sins of the flesh.  
You need the Holy Spirit to help, push, pull, and drag you away from sin.  That is called sanctification.  
The Holy Spirit helps you put the past behind you little by little.  You want to do wrong less.  You will 
never be sinless, but the Holy Spirit can help you to sin less.  God wants to fill and control you with His 
Spirit.
 
ATP062017TLJ Morals or Family
There are no perfect parents.  Parents try their best to raise their children well, but they often fail.  It is 
hard enough raising a family when both parents are Christians, but it is harder still when one or both 



parents are not Christians.  Sandra from VA asked the pastors if a child still has to follow their parents if 
their parents are not believers in the Lord.  The pastors said that a child has to honor the position of their 
parents.  One of the pastors talked about his relationship with his father.  His father had never received the 
Lord.  One day this pastor talked to his father about the Lord.  However, his father told this pastor that he 
had done too many terrible things and that he was angry with God and that God was going to send him to 
Hell.  This pastor’s mother was a Christian.  She kept him grounded in God’s Word.  She encouraged her 
son to honor his father for his position no matter what.  This pastor had the privilege of leading his father 
to the Lord the day the father died.  Follow and honor your parents.  Follow Christ even above your 
parents.  Jesus wants us to be willing to leave everything else and follow Him.  We are commanded to 
honor our parents.  Continue to honor your parents, but do not follow them if they ask you to do 
something that is not honoring to the Lord.
 

HYH16-2016
Topic Health
Pastor Bernie Blauwkamp had quadruple heart bypass surgery in December 2015.  He had to learn how to 
change his relationship with food and exercise.  Pastor Blauwkamp said that food is fuel for your body.  
Many people eat for many reasons other than hunger.  You have hundreds of miles of blood vessels.  
Learn portion control.  Dr. Don Ver Hulst sang his song, “Divine Joy in My Home”.  Dr. Don talked 
about what it means to touch the palate of your children with food.  Pastor Blauwkamp said that he had to 
embrace a healthy lifestyle, not think of it as a diet.  He had to learn to eat slower.  Dr. Don talked about 
the health benefits of Ezekiel bread.
 
Topic Health
Dr. Don sang his “Ten Keys” song on today’s program.  Dr. Don Ver Hulst and his guest Pastor Bernie 
Blauwkamp talk about eating healthy one day at a time.  They talked about Dr. Don’s dad’s death and 
health, which eventually led to his death.  They talked about the health benefits of oatmeal, blueberries, 
celery, carrots, apples, and much, much more.
 
REJ040517TLJ Education/Schools
Good education is an asset for any student.  That education teaches them the skills they need to have in 
order to survive and thrive in this global community.  Christian education equips pastors and missionaries 
for the work of the ministry.  Host Dr. Gordon Aikin spoke with Dr. Michael Cooper from International 
Needs about what education is like for pastors in Nepal and Uganda.  Dr. Cooper said that Youth For 
Christ has worked alongside nationals since 1974.  In Nepal, International Needs has around 130 
churches.  They are an indigenous ministry.  They train a small group of pastors in discipleship and 
evangelism.  In Uganda, 25 pastors are challenged with the growth of Islam and how to deal with that.  
International Needs also has Christian school for young students.  The parents know that it is a Christian 
school.  They see the benefits of a good, quality Christian education in the lives of other students and 
desire their own children to benefit from that education.   They teach the children English to help them 
communicate more effectively with others when they reach their adult years.  Knowing English helps the 
students get into better colleges and better paying jobs throughout the world. 
 
REJ050317TLJ Women’s Issues



Women around the world struggle to make ends meet.  Some women have help from their husbands, but 
other women are single mothers with children.  In America it is hard enough being a single mother with 
children; but in many other countries of the world, women are seen as lower class citizens with little or no 
skills.  Such is the case in Tanzania.  Kurt Rietema from Hope of the Nations shared with host Pastor 
Robert Dean that they care about the women in Tanzania.  Hope of the Nations was started by Kurt’s in-
laws.  They desire to share Jesus with these women, but these women also need to be able to make a 
living.  Hope of the Nations teaches women to sew and make jewelry.  The women then sell the purses 
and jewelry that they have made to help the women live independent lives and get money to pay for food 
for their children.  Hope of the Nations desires to help them provide for their families. 
 
REJ050317TLJ Education/Schools
Children around the world deserve to have a good education.  However, in Tanzania, that is easier said 
than done.  Most Tanzanian children can’t afford a good education.  They go to the public school, which 
mostly teaches them Swahili.  When they go to high school that is mostly in English, they are lost.  Kurt 
Rietema from Hope of the Nations spoke with host Pastor Robert Dean about what they do in their school 
to give the students a quality education.  They started teaching preschool children many years ago and 
have added grades to the school as the children age.  Many of the school’s beginning students were 
children who were orphaned or socially orphaned.  They didn’t have a chance to go to school.  They teach 
the students reading, writing, and arithmetic, and about Jesus.   Because of the students live in remote 
villages, Hope of the Nations has a boat on the largest lake in Tanzania.  They come to the students.  
Many of the people in these remote villages have never learned about Jesus.  Hope of the Nations also has 
a Bible College to train pastors for the ministry.  Kurt said that only five percent of the pastors have any 
formal Bible training at all.  They simply gave you a Bible and said that you’re the pastor now.  Many 
churches failed as a result.  Now with the Bible College, the pastors get a good quality education in the 
Bible and churches have flourished as a result.

Program
ISSUE / PROBLEM PROGRAM TITLE SOURCE/TYPE AIR DATE TIME

DURATION
DRUG ADDICTION ASK THE PASTOR REC/PA/O 05/11/17       02:00PM         

58:30      

ATP051117DWO

HOST: L. LEWIS  PANEL: J. DENSON, F. JULIAN, P. MILES, H. PRESBERRY, O. 
WILLIAMS

ON DRUGS AND WANT TO GET OFF, CAN GOD TAKE THIS FROM ME?

GOD DOES AND WILL HEAL, BUT ON THE PRACTICAL SIDE YOU NEED TO GET INTO A 

PROGRAM AND ESTABLISH ACCOUNTABILITY AND FROM A SPIRITUAL 

PERSPECTIVE IN ROMANS CHAPTER 8 THE BIBLE SAYS YOU DIED WITH CHRIST AND YOU ARE RESURRECTED 

WITH CHRIST.  SO IF YOU TAKE A DEAD MAN AND OFFER HIM DRUGS A DEAD MAN IS 

NOT GOING TO REACT.  WHY, BECAUSE HE’S DEAD, GOD SAY’S THAT’S HOW YOU ARE TO YOUR ADDICTION.  REALLY 

BASICALLY YOU’RE SELF MEDICATING BECAUSE THERE’S REALLY ANOTHER PROBLEM.  
THE ADDICTION ACTUALLY ISN’T THE PROBLEM IT’S A PROBLEM ADDED ON TO THE 

PROBLEM.  GET THAT PROBLEM OUT OF THE WAY SO YOU CAN DEAL WITH YOUR HEART AND WHAT’S GOING ON 

THERE. 

. 



MARRIAGE/DIVORCE ASK THE PASTOR REC/PA/O 06/22/1702:00PM 58:30

ATP062217DWO
Host: J. Friedman Panel: J. Denson, L. Jackson, T. Keeling, W. Mulwee, H. 

Presberry
Where in the Bible does God allow a wife to divorce her husband?
When God talks about divorcement, most times He’s talking about adulterous 

relationships.  When someone has stepped away from their husband or wife, they 
are not allowed to divorce.  There are times in the Word of God when a man leaves his 
wife or a wife leaves her husband and they have not done anything for them to 
separate.  Technically according to the Word of God you cannot get a divorcement.  

It’s basically about the sins of adulterous relationships even then you can go to 
counseling, get spiritual counseling and guidance.  Then if forgiveness is not given 
you are allowed to divorce.

Can you get married in the eyes of God without a marriage certificate?
No, not here in the United States.  Marriage is a covenant, a relationship 

between a man and a woman, Christ, and the state.  You  cannot leave the state 
out, it is legally binding that is why you have to go to court to get a divorce.  If you don’t 
have license your commitment to the covenant is incomplete.  Marriage is a 
covenant, part of your commitment to the covenant is incomplete.  Marriage is a covenant 
and we must be committed to covenant.  Part of your commitment to the covenant is 
the marriage license.

Program       Source Air Date Time       Program    Program #          Aired 

    Title       Type       Duration     Number             AT
ATP      Live 05/17/17 2:00pm & 5:30 58:30 Network/WNYB

Host:  Timothy Brown Sr.

Panel:  Ken Comer, John Morgan, Gail McCrory
Issue: Family, Education, Youth

Summary:      A viewer asked How do you forgive someone who has molested you?  Pastor John said 
there is healing. Begin your walk with Jesus. Give it to the Lord every day. His mercy is new every 
morning. The mercy of God wants to strengthen you. God will help you overcome.

Program       Source Air Date Time       Program    Program #          Aired 

    Title       Type       Duration     Number             AT
ATP   Live 05/31/17       2:00 &5:30 pm        58:30            WNYB/Network      

         
Host:  Pat Hilkey



Panel:   Mel McGinnis, Kevin Leary, Michael Cesar,Tom Broderick 
Issue:  Family, Marriage

Summary The panel discussed a woman feels no love after 50 years of marriage? Love is a verb says 
Pastor Tom, need to put it to action. Go back into the marriage, repent, start to when you fell in love. God 
can melt a hard heart.

Program       Source Air Date Time       Program    Program #          Aired 

    Title       Type       Duration     Number             AT
ATP            Live 06/07/17 2:00 pm&5:30pm         58:30       
Network/WNYB                       
Host: Demeris Johnson
Panel: Mark Hill, Michael Cesar, Myke Merrill

Issue:  Family,  Education

Summary:   The panel discussed how do we live a full Christian life? begin  by reading the Word and 
live it. Trust in the Lord, He shall direct thy path. Acknowledge God, instead of what you want to do. Ask 
God what he wants. Trust in the Lord.

Program       Source Air Date Time       Program    Program #          Aired 

    Title       Type       Duration     Number             AT
ATP            Live 05/24/17  2:00&5:30pm  58:30          WNYB 
/Network          

Host: Jeffrey Bowens
Panel:   Henry Brown, Doug Sukhia, Tom Tharp
Issue:  Education, Family

Summary:  The discussion of Do you hang around with friends who are unbelievers?  Pastor Doug said 
that we are not suppose to marry unbelievers because of the influence on us. Be cautious when we do, that 
they may turn you into a un believer. Still we must interact with unbelievers to be salt and light.

Program       Source Air Date Time       Program    Program #          Aired 
    Title       Type       Duration     Number             AT
ATP            Live 06/14/17 2:00pm&5:30 pm         58:30 
WNYB/Network                 

Host:  Pat Hilkey
Panel: Tom Tharp, Michael Nace, Leo Schifano
Issue: Family



Summary:  Discussion of; Is Grace by faith a gift from God? The gift that Jesus set us free, accepting 
Jesus into our hearts. We have been given a new covenant. We are God’s workmanship. The grace of God 
will sustain us.

       Issue / Problem Program Title Source Type Air Date Air Times Duration Topic Segmt. 
Duration

Education FAITH IN HISTORY                 
FIH548

REC PA/O 5/22/17 5:30 AM 28:30 4:00

William Federer talks about:

~What Common Core is.

~William Holmes McGuffey

~Why people need to follow laws.

~What is right and wrong, a conscious.

Education PUBLIC REPORT 
#1255M

REC PA/O 5/13/17 On SD @ 1:30 
PM

28:30 28:30

Host: Zack Strong

Guest: Seth Knox

Topic: Education

Zack opens the program talking about Christian education.

Seth talks about how he got involved in Christian education.

~ his past jobs at the school

~why he chose Christian education.

~how well the students are doing at his school.

~ the meaning of the term “1A”.



~how the school is funded. 

~ the qualifications for the school’s teachers.

~ what a full membership is.

~ the different ways that the teachers can connect with the parent.

~his plans to build a new school.

Education PUBLIC REPORT 
#1290M

REC PA/O 5/27/17 On SD @ 1:30 
PM

28:30 28:30

Host: Zack Strong

Guest: John Steve, Dan Stone

Topic: Serving the Homeless and Needy

Zack opens the program talking about the purpose of the Public Report program.

Dan talks about:

~The Herrin House of Hope.

Dan and John talk about:

~how they got involved with the House of Hope. 

~ how they grew up.

~ the different programs that the House of hope offers.

~ the different volunteers that come to the House of Hope.

Zack shows pictures of the House of Hope.

Dan and John talk about:

~how many people come to eat per day.

~ the goals of the house of Hope.

Education TCT TODAY

TTOD7015

REC PA/O 5/3/17 12 PM, 7 PM, 

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 12:00



Hosts: Tom Nolan, Julie Nolan

Guest: Cathy Williams

Cathy shares a story about prayer in school. Tom reiterates the importance of prayer in the education system. Julie mentions the issue of bullying. Cathy 
commends Tom for praying with his children.

Education PUBLIC REPORT 
#1288M

REC PA/O 4/1/17 On SD @ 1:30 
PM

28:30 28:30

Host: Zack Strong

Guest: Iva Dell Clay, Antoinette Genz Hayden

Zack opens the program talking about what Public Report is about.

Iva and Antoinette talk about:

~how they got involved with the United Way.

~talks about the different services that the United Way would provide to people.

~How the United Way is funded.

~your donation to the organization, helps so many people. 

~the different programs that the United Way funds. 

~talks about the program that helps Seniors. 

~the Healthy Families Coalition

~Dial 2-1-1 to help people that need services. 

~how the volunteers can help The United Way.

Education PUBLIC REPORT 
#1278M

REC PA/O 6/10/17 On SD @ 1:30 
PM

28:30 28:30

Host: Zack Strong

Guests: Verletta Saxon

Topic: Behavioral Healthcare



Zack opens the program talking about behavioral services.

Verletta talks about 

~what behavioral services are.

~how to get those clients that got out of jail into the community.

~she teaches the client skills to re-enter the community.

~what a person deals with when they get out of prison.

~people are often hesitant to accept clients that got out of jail.

~talks about the effect of fatherlessness. Those people who did not have role models in their life.  People need role models.

Business Concerns PUBLIC REPORT 
#1284M

REC PA/O 4/29/17 On SD @ 1:30 
PM

28:30 28:30

Host: Ryan Sutton

Guest: Steve Frattini, Quinn Laird

Topic: Community Development

Ryan opens the program talking about Public Report.

Steve talks about the culture in Herrin, Illinois. 

Quinn talks about what he loves about the city of Herrin.

Steve talks about Herrin Fest. Talks about the goal of  business development.

~talks about the expansion for Herrin Hospital.

Quinn talks about the security checks that the police are doing to check businesses in the area.

Steve and Quinn talk about the K-9 program. Quinn talks about getting funding for this program.

Quinn talks about what to do when you get pulled over.

Business Concerns PUBLIC REPORT 
#1285M

REC PA/O 5/6/17 On SD @ 1:30 
PM

28:30 28:30

Host: Zack Strong



Guest: Kelly Green, Evan Youngblood

Zack opens the program talking about the Chamber of Commerce.

Evan talks about how many Presidents and Vice Presidents are at the Chamber of Commerce.

Kelly talks about why the Chamber of Commerce exists. What the Chamber of Commerce does.

Evan and Kelly talk about their businesses.

~ the benefits of being a member of the Chamber of Commerce.

~how to become a member of the Chamber of Commerce.

~the events that the Chamber hosts.

~ Herrin Fest

~how the Commerce has a relationship with other businesses in the area.

~ the Christmas program.

~why large businesses are not bad for other businesses.

Government FAITH IN HISTORY

FIH539

REC PA/O 5/9/17 5:30 AM  28:30 28:00

William talks about:

~How the First Amendment evolved.

~The 1st Amendment limits the Government.

~The State’s Jurisdiction.

~How laws change.

~The Precedent Method

~How laws evolve

Government FAITH IN HISTORY

FIH540

REC PA/O 5/10/17 5:30 AM  28:30 22:00



William talks about:

~The 14th Amendment and how this Amendment impacted the 1st Amendment.

~Case Precedent.

~How laws change.

~How many times a President can take office.

Government FAITH IN HISTORY

FIH541

REC PA/O 5/11/17 5:30 AM  28:30 20:00

William talks about:

~Hugo Black and how he changed the 1st Amendment.

~The different ways to change the Constitution.

~Crucible of Litigation.

~Secularism

Government FAITH IN HISTORY

FIH575

REC PA/O 4/4/17 

6/28/17

5:30 AM  & 
8:30 AM

5:30 AM

28:30 10:00

William talks about:

~ Book: Who Is the King In America?

~Why the Government should not control health care.

~Why people need to learn from history

Government FAITH IN HISTORY                 REC PA/O 5/22/17 5:30 AM & 28:30 6:00



FIH548

/

William Federer talks about:

~What Common Core is.

~William Holmes McGuffey

~Why people need to follow laws.

~What is right and wrong, a conscious.

Government FAITH IN HISTORY                 
FIH556

REC PA/O 6/1/17 5:30 AM  28:30 10:00

William talks about:

~Who could vote

~Voting Rights Act

~Ways that a person could manipulate a vote

Government FAITH IN HISTORY                 
FIH577

REC PA/O 4/6/17

6/30/17

5:30 AM & 
8:30 AM

5:30 AM

28:30 10:00

William talks about:

~ Book: Who Is the King In America?

~the meaning of democracy

~What a republic is.

Government FAITH IN HISTORY                 REC PA/O 6/7/17 5:30 AM  28:30 25:00



FIH560

William Federer talks about:

~Thomas Jefferson.

~Ways to change laws.

~How laws change.

~Uusurpation. 

~John Bingham – the 14th Amendment.

~the Government big enough to give people things is also big enough to take it all away.

Government FAITH IN HISTORY                 
FIH562

REC PA/O 6/9/17 5:30 AM 28:30 20:00

William talks about:

~The Thirteen original states.

~The State Constitution.

~The different states that ratified the Constitution.

~The Preamble to the Bill of Rights.

Government FAITH IN HISTORY                 
FIH578

REC PA/O 4/7/17 5:30 AM & 
8:30 AM

28:30 15:00

William talks about:

~ Book: Who Is the King In America?

~How the system becomes bankrupt

~the national debt.



Government FAITH IN HISTORY                 
FIH528

REC PA/O 4/24/17 5:30 AM 28:30 25:00

William talks about:

~Book: From Change to Chains

~ What a Republic is

~What a Monarch is

~What a Despot is

~The different between a democracy and a Republic

Government FAITH IN HISTORY                 
FIH529

REC PA/O 4/25/17 5:30 AM 28:30 25:00

William talks about:

~ Book: From Change to Chains

~The different forms of Government

~The three branches of Government

~How power corrupts people

~The role of the Legislator

~The Spirit of the Laws

Government TCT TODAY

TTOD6993

REC PA/O 4/5/17 12 PM, 7 PM, 

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 5:00

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan



Guest: Cathy Williams

Julie introduces a roll-in of Jonathan Hessen talking about the current events in Israel.

Tom talks about a meeting that he went to for POTUS shield. 

Government TCT TODAY

TTOD7003

REC PA/O 4/19/17 12 PM, 7 PM, 

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 20:00

Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: Bishop Henry Phillips

Tom opens by introducing Bishop Phillips, discusses the governor of Iowa’s accomplishments.

Tom introduces the roll-in for the interview with the governor of Iowa; discusses the trip to Iowa with Bishop Phillips; references the introduction of 
prayer and Bible reading at the court houses in Iowa. Bishop Phillips states his gratitude for leaders in our nation who still seek God and promote 
freedom of religion.

Government TCT TODAY

TTOD7027

REC PA/O 5/23/17 12 PM, 7 PM, 

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 10:00

Host: Judge Brown

Guest: Pastor Zach Prosser

Judge introduces Zach, the pastor of Celebration Church; expresses his sadness over the ISIS attack in London. Zach encourages viewers to 
come together in response to tragedy. Judge expresses TCT’s support. Judge commends the President for his support of Israel.

Government TCT TODAY

TTOD7031

REC PA/O 5/29/17 12 PM, 7 PM, 

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 12:00

Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: Pastor Samuel Hampton II



Tom and Samuel reflect on Memorial Day and pay respect to those who have fought to ensure the freedom of religion. Tom encourages viewers to 
honor those who have sacrificed.

Tom introduces the Memorial Day roll-in.

Government TCT TODAY

TTOD7043

REC PA/O 6/14/17 12 PM, 7 PM, 

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 10:00

Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: Mike Daly

Tom shares about the shooting in Washington DC while the congressmen were practicing for an annual baseball game for charity between the 
Republicans and Democrats; 4 people were shot, two of them officers from the Capitol Police who took down the shooter.

Mike shared that this is a difficult time and it’s happening more and more; he gives examples; People are wondering what they are going to wake 
up to in the mornings, but this is a good time to know the Lord. 

Tom shares about a luncheon he went to last week and the Speaker, a former US Congressman, spoke about this annual event. Tom shares that 
the shooting happened on Flag Day.

Government FAITH IN HISTORY

FIH538

REC PA/O 5/8/17 5:30 AM 28:30 25:00

William talks about:

~how the First Amendment Evolved

~How the First Amendment was established

~The Bill of Rights.

~Talks about the 1st Amendment and defines the word of the 1st Amendment.

Government TCT TODAY

TTOD7048

REC PA/O 6/21/17 12 PM, 7 PM, 

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 28:30



Host: Julie Nolan and Tom Nolan

Guest: Mark Taylor and Mary Colbert

Mary starts by saying they have some good news - The Trump Prophecies written by herself and Mark Taylor. Mary explains how Mark, a former 
firefighter, had a vision   that Donald Trump would be the President of the United States; Mark didn’t know when. 

Mark shares that he retired in 2006 from being a firefighter, he received an assignment from God and God has anointed him. The 1st month after 
his retirement he received the vision. In 2011 he says he saw Trump in an interview. In the interview he heard the voice of the Lord saying “you’re 
hearing the words of the future President”. He went into his room and starting writing prophecies. 

Mary shares about the prophecy of Mark that Donald Trump will replace 5 Supreme Justices. 

Mark & Mary speak about abortion; humanity is God’s ‘currency’, ”you take care of mine and I’ll take care of yours”…No one has a right to stop a 
heartbeat of another person 

Government TCT TODAY

TTOD7049

REC PA/O 6/22/17 12 PM, 7 PM, 

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 28:30

Julie talks about book The Trump Prophecies that Mary and Mark have written. They show a trailer about Mark. Tom explains that Mark was given 
these prophecies in 2011and thought they would be for 2012. He asks Mark what he thought when it didn’t happen in 2012. Mark thought he had 
missed the prophecy since Trump didn’t become president in 2012. Mark says God told him He delayed the prophecy until 2016 because people 
needed time to develop a righteous anger.

Mary speaks about the 501C status that churches receive from the government. The constitution is about the government staying out of the church 
not vice a versa.

Julie shares that Mary met President Trump and asks her about his way of speaking and acting. She says Donald Trump is not the same man he 
was at the beginning. He is now a saved man and needs prayer. Mark shares that he is an ordinary guy, and there are many more behind him 
coming to advance the kingdom of God. Mary shares that the best is yet to come.

Child Abuse PUBLIC REPORT 
#1260M

REC PA/O 5/20/17 On SD @ 1:30 
PM

28:30 28:30

Host: Zack Strong

Guest: Brandon Zanotti

Topic: Children Sex Abuse



Zack opens the program talking about how there are events that are going on our own neighborhood.

Brandon talks about:

~how he became a lawyer.

~what does a state’s attorney does. How his department gets some criticism from the news.

~talks about the criminal justice system.

~why he needs to prove all decisions. He needs to prove all evidence to the grand jury.

~why child sex abuse is a major issue in this part of the country. Talks about sex abuse.

~what should a person do if a person suspects that a child is being abused.

~why people do not report sex abuse. 

~talks about the local hotline where people should call if they suspect sex abuse.

~his relationship with law enforcement. 

~what white collar crimes are.

Community Development PUBLIC REPORT 
#1275M

REC PA/O 6/3/17 On SD @ 1:30 
PM

28:30 28:30

Host: Ryan Sutton

Guest: Whipper Johnson

Topic: Working with Youth

Ryan opens the program talking about the Harrisburg police Department

Whipper talks about when he wanted to get into the police department.

~how being a police officer is a calling. 

~ human nature  - bad people make bad decisions.

~ how there have been officers who help others in their community.

~some issues that the youth are facing.

~ how lack of funding is hindering police officers from doing more in the community.

~ the person’s basic rights.



Community Development PUBLIC REPORT 
#1285M

REC PA/O 5/6/17 On SD @ 1:30 
PM

28:30 28:30

Host: Zack Strong

Guest: Kelly Green, Evan Youngblood

Zack opens the program talking about the Chamber of Commerce.

Evan talks about how many Presidents and Vice Presidents are at the Chamber of Commerce.

Kelly talks about why the Chamber of Commerce exists. What the Chamber of Commerce does.

Evan and Kelly talk about their businesses.

~ the benefits of being a member of the Chamber of Commerce.

~how to become a member of the Chamber of Commerce.

~the events that the Chamber hosts.

~ Herrin Fest

~how the Commerce has a relationship with other businesses in the area.

~ the Christmas program.

~why large businesses are not bad for other businesses.

Community Development PUBLIC REPORT 
#1284M

REC PA/O 4/29/17 On SD @ 1:30 
PM

28:30 28:30

Host: Ryan Sutton

Guest: Steve Frattini, Quinn Laird

Topic: Community Development

Ryan opens the program talking about Public Report.

Steve talks about the culture in Herrin, Illinois. 

Quinn talks about what he loves about the city of Herrin.

Steve talks about Herrin Fest. Talks about the goal of  business development.



~talks about the expansion for Herrin Hospital.

Quinn talks about the security checks that the police are doing to check businesses in the area.

Steve and Quinn talk about the K-9 program. Quinn talks about getting funding for this program.

Quinn talks about what to do when you get pulled over.

Community Development PUBLIC REPORT 
#1288M

REC PA/O 4/1/17 On SD @ 1:30 
PM

28:30 28:30

Host: Zack Strong

Guest: Iva Dell Clay, Antoinette Genz Hayden

Topic: Charitable Giving

Zack opens the program talking about what Public Report is about.

Iva and Antoinette talk about:

~how they got involved with the United Way.

~talks about the different services that the United Way would provide to people.

~How the United Way is funded.

~your donation to the organization, helps so many people. 

~the different programs that the United Way funds. 

~talks about the program that helps Seniors. 

~the Healthy Families Coalition

~Dial 2-1-1 to help people that need services. 

~how the volunteers can help The United Way.

Community Development TCT TODAY

TTOD6991

REC PA/O 4/3/17 12 PM & 7 PM

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 5:00

Tom talks about the wells that TCT has sponsored. 



~introduces a roll-in of Marion Medical Mission.

~show pictures of the different wells that were installed.

Community Development TCT TODAY

TTOD6992

REC PA/O 4/4/17 12 PM & 7 PM

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 5:00

Host: Tom Nolan

Guests: Shane Chaney, Mike Daly

Tom talks about the organization Marion Medical Mission. 

Shane encourages the viewers to sponsor wells in Africa

Community Development TCT TODAY

TTOD7029

REC PA/O 5/25/17 12 PM & 7 PM

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 6:00

Tom opens by announcing his presence on the WDWO set and the upcoming Celebrate on the Road program. Robb shares about Detroit outreach programs and 
ministries; commends TCT’s efforts. 

Community Development TCT TODAY

TTOD7030

REC PA/O 5/26/17 12 PM & 7 PM

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 5:00

Host: Tom Nolan

Guests: Pastors Anthony Shannon, James Friedman

Tom opens announcing his presence at the WDWO station; introduces Anthony and James; provides a brief summary of their biographies; 
commends their efforts.

Anthony and James share their outreach and ministry efforts. Tom stresses the importance of active community outreach. Anthony and James 
respond in agreement.

Anthony and James share about their involvement with their local law enforcement units. 



Community Development TCT TODAY

TTOD7031

REC PA/O 5/29/17 12 PM & 7 PM

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 3:00

Guest: Pastor Samuel Hampton II

Tom and Samuel reflect on Memorial Day and pay respect to those who have fought to ensure the freedom of religion. Tom encourages viewers to 
honor those who have sacrificed.

Tom introduces the Memorial Day roll-in.Tom and Samuel talk about the Love Akron ministry.

Community Development TCT TODAY

TTOD7035

REC PA/O 6/2/17 12 PM & 7 PM

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 4:00

Hosts: Tom Nolan

Guest: Pastor Demeris Johnson

Tom shares about outreach projects in the southern Illinois communities; encourages viewers to be outwardly focused.

Community Development TCT TODAY

TTOD7042

REC PA/O 6/13/17 12 PM & 7 PM

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 8:00

Host: Tom Nolan, Heather Nolan

Tom introduces the Nashville Local Connection roll-in, which references a food bank, Chris Whitley, and the One Generation Away ministry.

Tom encourages viewers to serve. Heather shares her and Tom’s volunteer efforts; references the kids program and Trunk or Treat. 

Tom and Heather discuss the importance of serving.

Community Development TCT TODAY REC PA/O 6/20/17 12 PM & 7 PM 28:30 8:00



TTOD7047 12AM & 5 AM

Host: Tom and Heather Nolan

Heather shares how important prayer partners are; people don’t realize how many people volunteer at churches.

Tom introduces the Detroit Station (WDWO) roll-in showing a church holding a community activity in a park.

Heather talks about their church and how important it is to share with the community; Tom relates it to Christian Television; he talks how great it is 
to invite people to outside events like a barbeque in a park; on a regular weekly basis. 

Community Development TCT TODAY

TTOD7050

REC PA/O 6/23/17 12 PM & 7 PM

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 6:00

Host: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Julie encourages viewers that have upcoming community events, to call or go to TCT”s website, under contacts, and share the event; TCT will put it 
on the bulletin board.

Tom announces the roll in for Nashville, TN; community outreach for feeding people in their community. (TCT Local Connections)

Julie talks about how big Nashville is and Tom agrees that it is a fast growing place

Community Development TCT TODAY

TTOD7016

REC PA/O 5/8/17 12 PM & 7 PM

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 10:00

Tom shares his part in the weekend service project for the veterans. Shane comments on the service project. Tom, Julie, and Shane share and 
discuss how they helped serve those affected by recent flooding. 

Medical / Health PUBLIC REPORT 
#1286M

REC PA/O 6/24/17 On SD @ 1:30 
PM

28:30 28:30

Host: Ryan Sutton

Guest: Ramone Mayo, Dr. Brad Rea



Ryan opens the program talking about why Public Report is on the air.

Ramone and Brad talk about why they decided to get into hospice.

Ramone and Brad talk about:

~their roles at hospice care.

~the end of life

~ grief support

~ the coverage area.

~who can make Hospice referrals. 

~some of the misconceptions about hospice.

~ the staff that the organization has working for them.

~ why medications can be complicated to take.

~how to get in contact with hospice. 

Medical / Health JULIE & FRIENDS 
JULIE632

REC PA/O 4/7/17 3 PM

3 AM & 7:30 
AM

28:30 12:00

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Annette Capps, Debbie McNeely, Cera Smith

Julie opens the program talking about how emotions are tied to physical disease. 

Annette talks about why people need to protect their mind and heart. 

~talks about the connection between the mind and the body. 

~how broken spirits produce physical sickness.

Medical / Health JULIE & FRIENDS 
JULIE642

REC PA/O 4/21/17 3 PM

3 AM & 7:30 
AM

28:30 8:00



Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Chelley Odle, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about being stressed. 

Debbie talks about how stress can compromise your immune system. 

Cathy talks about why it’s important to cooperate with others. 

Medical / Health JULIE & FRIENDS 
JULIE645

REC PA/O 4/26/17 3 PM

3 AM & 7:30 
AM

28:30 28:30

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program by announcing Debbie’s research on hormones.

Debbie explains how to activate a D.O.S.E. of happiness; it begins with positive thinking. 

1. Dopamine, the striving hormone; produced by anticipation, accomplishment, pleasure, and hope; Proverbs 13:19, Romans 8:25; H.O.P.E – hung 
on pure expectancy.

2. Oxytocin, the bonding/cuddling hormone; produced by physical contact, eye contact, and [brotherly] affection; Romans 12:10. 

3. Serotonin, the mood-controlling hormone; produced by eating dark chocolate, smelling vanilla and lavender; Proverbs 18:20, 21. Debbie exhorts 
that the devil cannot read our minds, only God can; but the devil does throw darts (negative thoughts) in our minds. Cathy comments that she 
appreciates how the sun and carbohydrates promote serotonin production; Stacy agrees.

4. Endorphins, the fight or flight hormone; activated by exercise and laughter; Matthew 24:13; these hormones block pain. Debbie shares a story 
about almost cutting her fingers off; comments how tears are pain killers; testifies about people who have been healed of cancer through laughter.

Debbie and Stacy discuss the wonders of God’s design of our bodies; references stories of how endorphins have given people the strength to save 
lives.

Julie lists foods that increase the production of mood enhancing hormones; disgusted by the list; Stacy encourages her. Cathy and Julie provide 
information to support the discussion.

Debbie shares a story about her granddaughter “thinking herself happy.” 

Julie closes by thanking Debbie and encouraging viewers to apply Debbie’s advice to their lives.

Medical / Health JULIE & FRIENDS REC PA/O 6/1/17 3 PM 28:30 8:00



JULIE507 3 AM & 7:30 
AM

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Edith Tripp, Kim Tripp, Shanda Tripp, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Kim talks about her problem with endometriosis. Talks about the time she got pregnant.  

Medical / Health JULIE & FRIENDS 
JULIE657

REC PA/O 6/8/17 3 PM

3 AM & 7:30 
AM

28:30 28:30

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens by announcing today’s topic, “coffee”; mentions tomorrow’s topic about eating according to your blood type. Julie brings up coffee; the 
ladies discuss coffee, cookies, soda, nuts, and sparkling water.

Julie reads an excerpt from the Mayo Clinic website about the benefits of coffee; Debbie shares a story of a loved one’s lack of moderation in his 
coffee drinking. The women discuss the importance of moderation.

Julie reads some health risks and downfalls of coffee from the excerpt; references the biblical truth in the excerpt. Debbie mentions the use of coffee 
for headache and pain relief. The ladies discuss negative side effects of excessive coffee drinking.

Julie continues to read more benefits of coffee from the excerpt. The ladies discuss the side effects of artificial sweeteners. Stacy describes “bullet-
proof” coffee. The ladies discuss the differences between butter and margarine, and processed verses natural cheeses.

Medical / Health JULIE & FRIENDS 
JULIE658

REC PA/O 6/9/17 3 PM

3 AM & 7:30 
AM

28:30 28:30

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie mentions the book about eating according to your blood type. The ladies discuss the differences in their blood types. Debbie explains her blood 
type diet. The women discuss flatulence, apple cider vinegar, and blood types.  

The ladies discuss their blood types and what the book says about them; discuss how combinations of food can have negative effects on certain 
blood types; discuss oils, nuts, and meat; Stacy shares how often she cooks with bison.

The ladies discuss the “neutral” foods in the book and how our body shows us which foods it’s compatible with.



Debbie and Stacy talk about the importance of reading the ingredients of the foods we eat.

Stacy gets transparent about her past eating disorder and the ways she abused her body through eating and exercise habits; shares how she now 
prays for wisdom in her eating habits; shares the struggles that came from her past decisions.

Debbie shares about her mother’s complications from a tubal pregnancy, and the cancer that came from her neglect.

Medical / Health JULIE & FRIENDS 
JULIE662

REC PA/O 6/15/17 3 PM

3 AM & 7:30 
AM

28:30 28:30

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Rebecca Totilo

Julie opens by introducing Rebecca; brings up essential oils encourages viewers to watch Rebecca at the Well On Demand. Rebecca discusses 
essential oils; references her school in Florida and her books, Fragrance of the Bride, Heal with Oil, and Anoint with Oil; shares her skin cancer 
testimony. 

Rebecca shares a testimony about her blood pressure. Debbie mentions how extra virgin oil works in a similar way. Rebecca explains uses for 
Myrrh, Sandalwood, Spikenard, Bergamot, Rosemary, and Clary Sage. 

Julie shares stories about essential oils; Rebecca responds to stories about essential oil etiquette. The ladies continue to discuss essential oils. 

Rebecca shares the importance of using pure essential oils; elaborates; references her book, Therapeutic Blending.

Debbie discusses the different ways to use essential oils; topical, inhalation, ingestion. Rebecca elaborates on this issue. Julie shares a testimony 
about essential oils and their energy enhancing attributes. 

Debbie mentions cedar wood oil; Rebecca elaborates. Cathy asks Rebecca to explain the carrier oils. The ladies continue to discuss the different 
types of essential oils and their uses. 

Patricia asks Rebecca to explain the uses for Turmeric; Rebecca elaborates. Julie asks Rebecca to explain dilution; Rebecca explains. Rebecca 
shares a testimony about Mark’s homemade toothpaste; encourages viewers to watch her program to learn more.

Medical / Health JULIE & FRIENDS 
JULIE668

REC PA/O 6/23/17 3 PM

3 AM & 7:30 
AM

28:30 28:30

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Joan Hunter, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Joan promotes her book, Healing the Heart; discusses her testimony behind the book; references her ex-husband’s homosexuality, her battle with 



breast cancer and debt, and her pursuit of Jesus to heal her heart; testifies of God’s goodness and provision.

Julie and Joan discuss Joan’s previous marriage; Joan explains her pursuit of freedom; shares her complete healing testimony; explains the 
correlation between forgiveness and healing; promotes her book, Healing the Whole Man Handbook. 

Debbie explains the correlation between bitterness and cancer. Julie asks Joan to continue explaining her testimony of overcoming sexual abuse; 
shares more of her testimony regarding her marriage and her ex-husband’s homosexuality; shares her heart about the dysfunction in her family.

Medical / Health JULIE & FRIENDS 
JULIE669

REC PA/O 6/26/17 3 PM

3 AM & 7:30 
AM

28:30 28:30

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Joan Hunter, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Joan explains how Shirley Temple inspired and encouraged her; encourages viewers to find things in life that bring joy.

Joan promotes her book, Power to Heal; explains the correlation between spiritual roots and physical healing; explains the “RHogam shot”; gives a 
personal testimony about cadaver bone.

Joan explains cellular memory; shares an amazing testimony of a murderer being discovered through a donor recipient’s dream; an eye donor 
recipient’s testimony; explains the correlation between stress and high sugar and hormone levels; shares how joy and laughter can physically heal; 
states that menopause is a curse.

Joan shares more testimonies; how the Lord has used her to minister to doctors; explains the differences between soul ties and covenants; how she 
received freedom; explains how others can receive freedom.

Patricia shares her experience with soul ties and covenants; she and Joan continue to elaborate on the subject. Joan exhorts how important it is to 
“Let it go”; references the song from the movie Frozen.

Joan shares more instances about the relationship between emotional trauma/abuse and physical ailments. 

Julie shares a testimony about a massage and cellular memory; Joan shares another. 

Medical / Health JULIE & FRIENDS 
JULIE671

REC PA/O 6/28/17 3 PM

3 AM & 7:30 
AM

28:30 28:30

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Guests: Cathy Williams, Joan Hunter, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely

Debbie shares with Joan how enlightening her teaching about cellular memory was; Joan elaborates on the subject. Julie expresses her amazement 



on how our bodies have the ability to heal.

Joan explains how to get healing; find the root, forgive, get healed, and forget about it. They ladies discuss this process. Cathy recites part of Psalm 
103 in relation to holding onto unforgiveness and bitterness.

The ladies discuss the power of life and death in our words.

Medical / Health TCT TODAY

TTOD6993

REC PA/O 4/5/17 12 PM, 7 PM, 

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 3:00

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Cathy Williams

Cathy talks about the Rebecca at the Well program.  Talks about how essential oils can help all sorts of pains in the body.

Medical / Health TCT TODAY

TTOD7011

REC PA/O 5/1/17 12 PM, 7 PM, 

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 10:00

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Cathy Williams

Julie introduces the roll-in for Rebecca at the Well.

Tom and Julie discuss essential oils and Rebecca’s program. Cathy shares about her experience with essential oils and the oil party she hosted. 
Julie, Tom, and Cathy continue to confer regarding essential oils and the program. 

Medical / Health TCT TODAY

TTOD7028

REC PA/O 5/24/17 12 PM, 7 PM, 

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 10:00

Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: Joan Hunter

Tom introduces Joan and provides a brief summary of her biography. 



Joan promotes her book, Power to Heal; explains the difference between healthy grieving and the spirit of grief; speaks briefly about guilt and the 
spirit of suicide.

 Joan shares more testimonies of how she was healed through her prayer and the power of the Holy Spirit; encourages viewers to increase their 
expectancy of God; talks about the spiritual roots of sickness, disease and aliments; continues to share her testimonies about divorce, debt, and 
cancer. 

Tom talks about the evidence of emotional and spiritual roots of sickness in the Bible, as well as the scientific proof that supports the Bible’s 
evidence. Joan encourages viewers who are dealing with grief. 

Tom and Joan discuss the reality of the power of life and death in words; Joan talks about ADD, ADHD, and PTSD; shares how to overcome these 
disorders through prayer; shares her testimony of being healed of cancer.

Tom and Joan discuss the biblical truths of healing and forgiveness; stress the importance of receiving healing and walking in God’s purpose; Joan 
shares personal testimony; encourages viewers to seek Jesus.

Medical / Health LEN AND CATHY

LAC616

REC PA/O 4/5/17

5/4/17

8 AM & 8 PM

9:30 AM

28:30 5:00

Len & Cathy talk about:

~how to rise above a destructive stress level.

~talks about the word “rest”

Medical / Health LEN AND CATHY

LAC614

REC PA/O 5/2/17 9:30 AM 28:30 8:00

Len & Cathy talk about:

~stress management. How to de-stress your life.

~ peace.

~do not allow care to weigh you down. 

Medical / Health LEN AND CATHY

LAC511

REC PA/O 5/26/17 9:30 AM

8:00 PM

28:30 15:00

Len and Cathy talk about:



~ health and wellness.

~why people need to forgive others.

~why people need to be careful about what comes out of their mouth.

~words have the ability to create and change.

Medical / Health LEN AND CATHY

LAC512

REC PA/O 5/29/17 9:30 AM 28:30 12:00

Len and Cathy talk about:

~healing, wellness, wholeness.

~why people need to be careful about what they say.

~why people need to speak about what they want.

~why it’s important to speak to your own bodies.

~why people need to talk positive thoughts to themselves.

Medical / Health LEN AND CATHY

LAC514

REC PA/O 5/31/17 9:30 AM

8:00 PM

28:30 10:00

Len and Cathy talk about:

~why people need to watch what they say.

~what will raise a person’s blood pressure.

~Why people cannot open the door to fear.

Medical / Health LEN AND CATHY

LAC529

REC PA/O 6/21/17 9:30 AM

8:00 PM

28:30 9:00

Len and Cathy talk about:

~rest

Len and Cathy talk about:



~self-soothing.

~how sitting down and doing nothing can be healthy.

~why people need to rest.

~why people need to give themselves permission and time to rest.

Medical / Health REBECCA AT THE 
WELL 

RATW002

REC PA/O 4/1/17 1:00 PM 28:30 28:30

Prescription drugs play a significant role in the American life, with nearly 70% of all U.S. citizens taking one or more medications. The number one condition 
treated is for, of course, heart disease. Surprisingly, the second most common prescription is for antidepressants which suggests mental health is a huge issue. 
Today many people have become heavily dependent upon medications and doctors instead of looking to our creator for healing. These pharmaceutical drugs not 
only don’t heal, but pose many other threats. In fact, adverse drug reaction is now one of the leading causes of death in the United States with over 2 million 
reported incidents and over 100,000 deaths a year.  In this program Rebecca looks at God’s prescription for wellness and how you can walk in divine health. 

Rebecca discusses essential oils, what they are, where they come from and their healing properties.  In this program she focuses on Cedarwood oil, its many uses 
and the proper applications.

Medical / Health REBECCA AT THE 
WELL 

RATW010

REC PA/O 4/8/17 1:00 PM 28:30 28:30

Rebecca discusses the essential oil of hyssop which is anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, anti-parasitic, antiseptic, and antiviral. Hyssop can help with colds, coughs, 
and fever as a decongestant and helps reduce fat in tissue.  Hyssop raises low blood pressure and opens the respiratory system.  Other uses for this oil include 
strengthening and toning the nervous system and serves as a sedative.  It can be beneficial for quieting anxiety and clearing the mind.Rebecca further discusses how 
essential oils affect a person’s emotions.  Emotions are simply the way we currently feel.  They are a response to what we see, smell, hear, feel, or think.  Our 
emotions are involved in many body systems such as the endocrine system, the nervous system, and the immune system.  Research studies have begun to reveal 
compelling evidence that various essential oils have the ability to affect each one of these systems, bringing balance and harmony to the body.

Medical / Health REBECCA AT THE 
WELL 

RATW003

REC PA/O 4/15/17 1:00 PM 28:30 28:30

In this episode Rebecca discusses the recommendations for consuming essential oils and the ways you can do that.  She also talks about the frequency of use of oils.

Rebecca explains that Cypress essential Oil is one of the oils most used for the circulatory system. The therapeutic qualities of Cypress include improving 



circulation, supporting the nerves and intestines, and supporting the immune system and cardiovascular system.

She includes some recipes for Aromatherapy weight loss inhalers and instructions on how to use them.

Crime / Law & Order
PUBLIC REPORT 

#1274M
REC PA/O 4/22/17 On SD @ 1:30 

PM
28:30 28:30

Host: Zack Strong

Guest: Whipper Johnson

Topic: Public Safety

Zack opens the program talking about public safety.

Whipper talks about:

~why he wanted to become a police officer.  

~How many years he has been a police officer.

~ his job as a police officer.

~ some of the protocols that a citizen should tell the officer.

~ what will happen if a person does not comply with a lawful order.

~ the training that an officer will go through and how an officer will go through police training. 

~how people can protect themselves. 

~ how to make yourself a hard target for stealing. 

Zack encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Crime / Law & Order
TCT TODAY

TTOD6995

REC PA/O 4/7/17 12 PM, 7 PM, 

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 4:00

Host: Tom Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Mike Daly 

Tom discusses ongoing tragedies and conflict in Sweden, Syria, and Israel; mentions recent attack on local ministry.



Crime / Law & Order
TCT TODAY

TTOD7005

REC PA/O 4/21/17 12 PM, 7 PM, 

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 25:00

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Dorothy Spaulding, Tamara James 

Julie and Dorothy discuss their trip to Poland. Julie encourages viewers to visit and pray for Poland.  Julie and Dorothy discuss Warsaw. Dorothy 
expresses her bewilderment of the heart behind the Nazi movement; relates it to the events occurring in America today; encourages viewers to pray. 
Julie mentions the depravity of the mass graves they visited; cuts to pictures of the graves. Dorothy and Julie share how they met 6 righteous Polish 
people; cuts to picture of the man, Joseph, who hid Jews for 14 years.

Julie describes their meeting with a Jewish survivor; cuts to picture of Joseph and the family of survivor. Dorothy brings up the Catholic nun who 
shares her story; Julie elaborates; cuts to picture of the nun and priest. Julie and Dorothy discuss the reality of spiritual 
heaviness/sleepiness.Dorothy explains Auschwitz and the forms of tortuous deaths; cuts to picture. Julie references human trafficking and 
encourages viewers to pray. Dorothy concurs. The ladies discuss the current and future persecution of Christians. 

Crime / Law & Order
TCT TODAY

TTOD7043

REC PA/O 6/14/17 12 PM, 7 PM, 

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 20:00

Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: Mike Daly

Tom shares about the shooting in Washington DC while the congressmen were practicing for an annual baseball game for charity between the 
Republicans and Democrats; 4 people were shot, two of them officers from the Capitol Police who took down the shooter.

Mike shared that this is a difficult time and it’s happening more and more; he gives examples; People are wondering what they are going to wake up 
to in the mornings, BUT this is a good time to know the Lord. We can take comfort; hear His voice; be in His protection and have peace and 
purpose. Our purpose should be to share the good news of God in our everyday life.Tom shares about a luncheon he went to last week and the 
Speaker, a former US Congressman, spoke about this annual event. Tom states that the shooting happened on Flag Day.



Crime / Law & Order
TCT TODAY

TTOD7044

REC PA/O 6/15/17 12 PM, 7 PM, 

12AM & 5 AM

28:30 20:00

Host: Julie Nolan and Tom Nolan

Guest: Danette Crawford (Skype)

Danette shares about her outreach – Joy Ministries and The Father’s House

Danette saysThe Father’s House is a place that women who have children can go to if they are in crisis. They have two sister homes that help these 
women in the Virginia area. Many women are involved in human trafficking.Danette explains how long they can stay in these home and the 
guidelines they must abide by to stay.

Danette says it is a “Hand Up” not a “Hand Out”. They have different programs to help break the cycle. Tom; comments on how sex trafficking is 
modern day slavery. Danette says that it is a big problem in our nation and they are trying to bring awareness. The two major hubs for trafficking are 
New York and Atlanta and Virginia is right in the middle of them. The Father’s House rescues women and helps them to come out of this life style. 
Julie, Tom and Danette discuss the age and ways the girls start into trafficking.  They can be enticed by ‘Romeo Traffickers’, kidnapped, or sold by 
family members.  It can be hard for them to leave.

They also talk about ways of prevention including education and awareness. 

ATP WTCT NATIONAL AIRING 2ND Q. 2017

ATP042617TCT

Host: Pastor Brian Mixon

Panelists: Pastors Jarrod Barton, Leo Bland, Enloe Clemons Sr., Earl Young

Morals

Q.  Is it a sin to drink and smoke once in a while? Can you still get into Heaven?

Clemons: Proverbs 20:1. God draws the line at drunkenness. It’s similar to gluttony. Regarding 
smoking, do not defile the temple of God (our bodies). It won’t keep us from Heaven, but we 
should keep our temple healthy.

Bland: 1 Corinthians 6:9-10. Are greatest witness is our lifestyle. 

Barton: 1 Corinthians 10:23. We are new creatures in Christ. WWJD.

Death



Q. Where do we go when we die?

Young: If you are in Christ, you go to Heaven. 2 Corinthians 5:6-10. Those outside of Christ 
certainly won’t be with the Lord.

Bland: 1 Kings 8:46, 2 Chronicles 7:14. Heaven is our home; we need to strive to go back to 
Heaven instead of ending up in Hell.

Morals

Q. Is it bad to have tattoo?

Clemons: The Lord doesn’t want us marking up our bodies; it’s vanity. Seek the Lord.

Bland: Leviticus 19:28. In biblical times, a mark was a spiritual connotation. We belong to God.

Barton: Proverbs 3:5-6. Seek and trust God. We are supposed to be different from the world.

Young: I want to reiterate what the other brothers have said. Glorify God. We are His temples.

Clemons: Get the invisible mark of the Holy Ghost.

FAITH IN HISTORY CONTINUITY 2ND Q. 2017

#574 – 4/3/17 & 6/27/17

William talks about:

~Having a Government under God.

~Book: Who Is the King In America?

~Communism and Socialism

~how people/dictators stay in power.

~Stalin used fear and food to control the media.

~Catherine the Great

~Why people died because the leaders brought fear into the society.

~What happens when the state becomes a god.

#575 – 4/4 & 6/28

William talks about:



~Rasputin and Russia

~ Book: Who Is the King In America?

~using terror to have power

~Alexander Solzhenitsyn

~Why the Government should not control health care.

~Why people need to learn from history

#576 – 4/5 & 6/29

William talks about:

~the History of the Soviet Union.

~ Book: Who Is the King In America?

~Stirring up people until there are riots.

~Privacy was non-existent in the Soviet Union.

~the Economy was regulated in the Soviet Union.

~How religion was suppressed.

~the Goal of Socialism

#577 – 4/6 & 6/30

William talks about:

~The Cold War

~ Book: Who Is the King In America?

~the conflict between the Soviet Union and the United States.

~the meaning of democracy

~What a republic is.

~The Eastern and Western Front

~The Arms Race



~the Berlin Wall

~George H.W. Bush

#578 – 4/7

William talks about:

~The Cold War

~Richard Nixon

~ Book: Who Is the King In America?

~the Communist Theory

~How the system becomes bankrupt

~the national debt.

~The overthrow of dictatorship.

#579 – 4/10

William talks about:

~Socialist Countries

~ Book: Who Is the King In America?

~The Soviet Union

~The French Revolution

~Pol Pot – “The Killing Fields”

~The Whiskey Rebellion

~The difference in citizens and subjects.

~How computerized voting is easy to rig.

~The Roman Republic

~Equality



#580 – 4/11

William talks about:

~Slavery

~ Book: Who Is the King In America?

~The Feudal System

~The Incan Empire

~How slavery ended

~King James I

~Indentured Servants

~William Penn

#581 – 4/12

William talks about:

~ Book: Who Is the King In America?

~The Untouchables

~The Irish went into slavery

~King Phillip’s war

~How Africans came to America

~The slave revolt in Haiti

~The Amistad Case

~The Ten Years War.

 

#582 – 4/13

William talks about:

~Abortion.

~ Book: Who Is the King In America?



~What racial hygiene is.

~What posterity is.

~Margaret Sanger

~Why people need to look out for their children.

#583 – 4/14

William talks about:

~Abraham Lincoln and Charles Darwin

~ Book: Who Is the King In America?

~Darwin’s Theory of Evolution

~Karl Marx

~Planned Parenthood

~Margaret Sanger

~Ernst Rudin

~The Holocaust

#584 – 4/17

William talks about:

~Why America is unique.

~ Book: Who Is the King In America?

~What A Republic Is.

~The Emancipation Proclamation.

~Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address

~The Caste System

~Muslim Terrorists

~The Crescent Project.



#524 – 4/18

William talks about:

~John Quincy Adams

~Book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran

~The Gag Rule

~Slave Owners

~The different ways that Islam spreads

#525 – 4/19

William talks about:

~Morocco

~Book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran

~Indian Trade

~The Stolen Village

~Protection payments

~the Vatican City Wall

~the Bibliography of John Quincy Adams

~The Barbary Wars

#526 – 4/20

William talks about:

~John Leland

~Book: Backfired

~the term ‘Establishment’

~John Peter Muhlenburg

~Jefferson writing a bill to establish Religious Freedom



~The Reign of Terror

#527 – 4/21

William talks about:

~The Barbary Pirate Wars

~ Book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran

~The Ridda Laws

~Bishop Francis Asbury

~Patrick Henry\

#528 – 4/24

William talks about:

~Montesquieu

~Book: From Change to Chains

~ What a Republic is

~What a Monarch is

~What a Despot is

~The different between a democracy and a Republic

#529 – 4/25

William talks about:

~Montesquieu

~ Book: From Change to Chains

~The different forms of Government

~The three branches of Government

~How power corrupts people



~The role of the Legislator

~The Spirit of the Laws

#530 – 4/26

William talks about:

~The National Motto, “In God We Trust”

~Book: American Minute

~The Star Spangled Banner

~Why it’s important for America to be under God.

~What a silver certificate is

#531 – 4/27

William talks about:

~Ben Franklin

~Book: America’s God and Country

~The War of Jenkin’s Ear

~When Daylight Savings Time was suggested.

#532 – 4/28

William talks about:

~Ben Franklin

~The Quaker Memorial

~George Whitefield

~Jonathan Edwards

~John and Charles Wesley

~ Book: America’s God and Country



#533 – 5/1

William talks about:

~George Whitefield and Ben Franklin

~ Book: America’s God and Country

~Ben Franklin invented the lightening rod.

~Ben invented hospitals.

~How debt was surfacing.

#534 – 5/2

William talks about:

~ Book: America’s God and Country

~The Louisiana Purchase.

#535 – 5/3

William talks about:

~The Battle of Trafalgar

~ Book: America’s God and Country

~Napoleon impacted America.

#536 – 5/4

William talks about:

~The Louisiana Purchase

~Jacques Cartier.

~Jean-Baptiste Le Moyne

~Louis XIV



~The Mississippi Bubble

~The Great Expulsion.

~ Book: America’s God and Country

~Coup d’état

~The Louisiana Purchase.

#537 – 5/5

William talks about:

~Napoleon

~Book: From Change to Chains; The Rise of the Tyrant.

~The Reign of Terror

~How Napoleon was exiled to the island of Elba

~The Napoleonic Wars

~the dhimmi.

#538 – 5/8

William talks about:

~How the First Amendment evolved

~Book: America’s God and Country

~How the First Amendment was established

~The Bill of Rights.

~Talks about the 1st Amendment and defines the words of the 1st Amendment.

#539 – 5/9

William talks about:

~How the First Amendment evolved.



~ Book: America’s God and Country

~The 1st Amendment limits the Government.

~Justice Joseph Story

~The State’s Jurisdiction.

~How laws change.

~The Precedent Method

~How laws evolve

540 – 5/10

William talks about:

~The 14th Amendment and how this Amendment impacted the 1st Amendment.

~ Book: America’s God and Country

~Case Precedent.

~How laws change.

~How many times a President can take office.

#541 – 5/11

William talks about:

~Hugo Black and how he changed the 1st Amendment.

~ Book: America’s God and Country

~The different ways to change the Constitution.

~Crucible of Litigation.

~Secularism

#542 – 5/12



William talks about:

~ Book: America’s God and Country

~People need to accept others and not hate.

~Temporal Punishments

#543 – 5/15

William talks about:

~The Father of the Constitution – James Madison

~ Book: America’s God and Country

~George Mason wanted to re-write the Bill of Rights.

~John Leland.

#544 – 5/16

William talks about:

~the U.S. Leaders discussion of the National Day of Prayer.

~ Book: America’s God and Country

~The Whiskey Rebellion.

~Presidents declaring a day of Prayer and Fasting

#545 – 5/17

William talks about:

~The history of Georgia

~ Book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran

~James Oglethorpe

~The different settlers that settled in the state of Georgia.

~The War of Jenkin’s Ear.



~Bishop John England.

#546 – 5/18

William talks about:

~James Monroe

~ Book: Book: America’s God and Country

~the Battle of Trenton

~The French Revolution

~When the state was added to the Union.

~People need to preserve their liberty.

#547 – 5/19

William talks about:

~J. Edgar Hoover

~Machiavelli

~Book: The Rise of the Tyrant

~How penitentiaries were started

~What people believe is right and wrong

~Why leaders like to control others and why they use crises.

~Talleyrand

#548 – 5/22

William Federer talks about:

~What Common Core is.

~William Holmes McGuffey

~Book: America’s God and Country



~Why people need to follow laws.

~William McGuffey

~What is right and wrong, a conscious.

#549 -5 23

William Federer talks about:

~Admiral David Glasgow Farragut

~ Book: America’s God and Country

~David Porter

~Matthew Fontaine Maury

~U.S.S. Navy

#550 – 5/24

William talks about:

~Ulysses S. Grant

~ Book: America’s God and Country

~How Grant resigned from the military

~The Battle of Gettysburg

~Shanadoah Valley

~How Grant stopped the Act of Indian Removal

~The Siege of Vicksburg

#551 – 5/25

William Federer talks about:

~Ulysses S. Grant

~ Book: America’s God and Country



~What attrition is.

~How slavery ended

~The greenbacks

~The Indian Removal Policy

~What a pogram is.

~the Gilded Age

#552 – 5/26

William talks about: .

~Book: The Rise of the Tyrant

~The Star-Spangled Banner

~James McHenry

#553 – 5/29

William talks about:

~Pennsylvania and the Delaware Indians

~ Book: America’s God and Country

~The Ottoman Empire

~The Counsel of Constance

~The Thirty Years War

~The Belt of Wampum

#554 – 5/30

William Federer talks about:

~ Book: America’s God and Country

~The Lenepe Indians



~The French and Indian War

~The two threads of history

~The Opium Wars

~The Indian Removal Act

~Chief Gelelemend

~Ludwig van Zinzendorg

#555 – 5/31

William talks about:

~ Book: America’s God and Country

~The three types of colonies

~The Dutch East India Company

~What a burgess is

~King Charles II

~Thomas Hooker

~The Mayflower Compact

~Israel has a government from the bottom up

#556 – 6/1

William talks about:

~James Wilson

~Book: America’s God and Country

~Who could vote

~Voting Rights Act

~Ways that a person could manipulate a vote



#557 – 6/2

William talks about:

~Book: The Rise of the Tyrant.

~the Constitutional Convention.

~A salaried Bureaucracy.

~Why people want politicians to become powerful. .

#558 – 6/5

William talks about:

~how to get more of what you want.

~ Book: The Rise of the Tyrant.

~How to get money

~Why people want to take what other people have.

~Examining governmental leaders.

~How leaders take power.

#559 – 6/6

William talks about:

~ Book: The Rise of the Tyrant.

~What polling is.

~What a republic is.

#560 – 6/7

William Federer talks about:

~Thomas Jefferson.

~Ways to change laws.



~ Book: America’s God and Country.

~How laws change.

~what usurpation is.

~John Bingham – the 14th Amendment.

~the Government big enough to give people things is also big enough to take it all way.

#561 – 6/8

William talks about:

~the trend for parties.

~ Books: The Rise of the Tyrant, Chains to Change.

~Spirit of Faction. .

~The different parties and people’s attachment to the party.

~the Civil War

~Foreign Influence.

~What despotism is.

#562 – 6/9

William talks about:

~The Thirteen original states.

~Book: America’s God and Country

~The State Constitution.

~The different states that ratified the Constitution.

~The Preamble to the Bill of Rights.

~John Wilson

#563 - 6/12



William talks about:

~The Vikings

~ Book: The Rise of the Tyrant.

~the English Common Law

~The Code of Patrick

~King Alfred

~King Alfred’s Law

#564 – 6/13

William talks about:

~American Freedoms

~The Magna Carta

~Books: Change to Chains and The Rise of the Tyrant

~Queen Esther

~The Code of Patrick

~Alfred the Great

~Richard the Lionhearted

#565 – 6/14

William talks about:

~The Magna Carta

~Books: Change to Chains and The Rise of the Tyrant

~A Dictator

~The limitation of the King.

~King John

~The Stamp Act



~The different clauses of the Magna Carta

#566 – 6/15

William talks about:

~ Book: America’s God and Country

#567 – 6/16

William talks about:

~Book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran.

#568 – 6/19

William talks about:

~Book: America’s God and Country

#569 – 6/20

William talks about:

~book: Who Is the King in America?

#570 – 6/21

William talks about:

~How the people functioned under God.

~Book: Who Is the King In America?

~talks about what the law is.



~The conscience

~How people fell into moral chaos.

~the Government for the people to give up their morals.

#571 – 6/22

William talks about:

~ Book: Who Is the King In America?

~Book: The Blue Back Speller by Noah Webster.

~People need to have morals and values.

~The orders of Connecticut.

~Johannes Gutenberg

~The school would teach students the New Testament.

~What a republic is.

#572 – 6/23

William talks about:

~Book: Change to Chains

~What a Republic Is.

#573 – 6/26

William Federer talks about:

~Book: Change to Chains

~What a Republic is.

JULIE & FRIENDS CONTINUITY 2ND Q. 2017



#628

Air date: 4/3/17

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Toedy Duke, Cera Smith, Sara Bond, Stacy Pasoni

#629

Air date: 4/4

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Annette Capps, Debbie McNeely, Cera Smith

#630

Air date: 4/5

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Annette Capps, Debbie McNeely, Cera Smith

#631

Air date: 4/6

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Annette Capps, Debbie McNeely, Cera Smith

Health #632

Air date: 4/7

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Annette Capps, Debbie McNeely, Cera Smith

Julie opens the program talking about how emotions are tied to physical disease. 

Annette talks about why people need to protect their mind and heart. 



~talks about the connection between the mind and the body. 

~how broken spirits produce physical sickness.

#633

Air date: 4/10

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Rebecca Brown, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Deborah Russell

#634

Air date: 4/11

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Rebecca Brown, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Deborah Russell

#635

Air date: 4/12

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Rebecca Brown, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Deborah Russell

#636

Air date: 4/13

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Rebecca Brown, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Deborah Russell

#637

Air date: 4/14

Host: Julie Nolan



Guests: Cathy Williams, Rebecca Brown, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Deborah Russell

#638

Air date: 4/17

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Chelley Odle, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program how the ladies on the couch can sing.

Chelley talks about how God called her to sing. 

~talks about how she was raised.

~talks about how she got saved.

~how God has blessed her throughout her life. 

~talks about her parents.  Her father is a caretaker for her mother. 

~talks about her siblings. 

~talks about her CDs.

~when she started singing. 

Julie encourages the viewers to support TCT. Call for prayer.

#639

Air date: 4/18

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Chelley Odle, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

#640

Air date: 4/19

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Chelley Odle, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni



Women’s issues #641

Air date: 4/20

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Chelley Odle, Debbie McNeely

Julie opens the program talking about how sad moms are when their children move away

Chelley talks about:

~how mothers grieve the loss of their children when they move away from them.

Debbie talks about how she had to cut the apron strings when her kids grew up.

Julie talks about how the dynamic changes when your kids move on.

Chelley talks about how much parents should call their kids after they are on their own.

The ladies talk about how often mothers need to be involved in their children’s life after they have grown 
up. 

Health  #642

Air date: 4/21

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Chelley Odle, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about being stressed. 

Debbie talks about how stress can compromise your immune system. 

Cathy talks about why it’s important to cooperate with others. 

Women’s Issues #643

Air date: 4/24

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni



Julie reviews viewer question; ladies respond. 

The ladies discuss their opinions of picking a man up on a first date and signs of a man’s 
character and integrity. Cathy tells a story about Boomie and her husband while they were 
dating. 

Debbie discusses, “keeping up with the Joneses,” a song, and Rick’s baby blue Jeep verses the 
Nova he bought after they were married. She describes how the Lord brought her out of caring 
about what people think and trusting Him to provide; Stacy agrees.

Marriage / Women’s Issues  #644

Air date: 4/25

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program announcing that they will be answering viewer questions.

Julie reads a question about moving forward in a relationship; Debbie explains hers and Rick’s 
courtship. 

Debbie references the man’s biblical duty to pursue the woman. Cathy encourages the viewer to 
stay true to herself. 

Ladies discuss the Christian agenda for dating. Debbie brings up the issue of premarital sex and 
explains how God’s mate for you will speak to your spirit, not your flesh.

Cathy addresses the issue of premarital sex and cohabitation being common, mainstream, and 
acceptable in society, and in the church.

Julie takes a break; returns with a viewer question regarding women pursing men.

Stacy states her opinion on waiting for the man to pursue. Julie references the book and movie, 
“He’s Just Not That into You.” Debbie reiterates God’s strategic plan for pairing men and women 
together for His purpose.

Julie reads a viewer question regarding engaging in relations while married, yet separated. The 
women discuss the possible circumstances and intentions of the situation. Cathy states that it’s 
not a sin, but it’s also not a fix. Julie references “sex with the ex.” Cathy proclaims God’s desire 
to heal marriages; Debbie elaborates on her agreement.

Julie reads a viewer question about denying spousal relations. Julie talks about bitterness. The 
ladies discuss finding a balance between personal issues and relations within marriage, and 
between being a wife and mother; Debbie references breast feeding. 



Health / Women’s Issues  #645

Air date: 4/26

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program by announcing Debbie’s research on hormones.

Debbie explains how to activate a D.O.S.E. of happiness; it begins with positive thinking. 

1. Dopamine, the striving hormone; produced by anticipation, accomplishment, pleasure, and 
hope; Proverbs 13:19, Romans 8:25; H.O.P.E – hung on pure expectancy.

2. Oxytocin, the bonding/cuddling hormone; produced by physical contact, eye contact, and 
[brotherly] affection; Romans 12:10. 

3. Serotonin, the mood-controlling hormone; produced by eating dark chocolate, smelling vanilla 
and lavender; Proverbs 18:20, 21. Debbie exhorts that the devil cannot read our minds, only 
God can; but the devil does throw darts (negative thoughts) in our minds. Cathy comments that 
she appreciates how the sun and carbohydrates promote serotonin production; Stacy agrees.

4. Endorphins, the fight or flight hormone; activated by exercise and laughter; Matthew 24:13; 
these hormones block pain. Debbie shares a story about almost cutting her fingers off; 
comments how tears are pain killers; testifies about people who have been healed of cancer 
through laughter.

Debbie and Stacy discuss the wonders of God’s design of our bodies; references stories of how 
endorphins have given people the strength to save lives.

Julie lists foods that increase the production of mood enhancing hormones; disgusted by the list; 
Stacy encourages her. Cathy and Julie provide information to support the discussion.

Debbie shares a story about her granddaughter “thinking herself happy.” 

Julie closes by thanking Debbie and encouraging viewers to apply Debbie’s advice to their lives.

Marriage / Women’s Issues #646

Air date: 4/27

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni



Julie brings up the program where the ladies questioned the men; the ladies discuss rejection, 
anger, sex within marriage.

#647

Air date: 4/28

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Death / Women’s Issues #648

Air date: 5/1

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Philips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Debbie asks Cathy to explain how she maintained joy after the death of her daughter; Cathy 
elaborates. Julie recollects Cathy’s “Hawaiian outfit”. 

Patricia reminds the group how important faith is in obtaining the joy of the Lord for strength; 
references her mother’s recent death. Julie states how Cathy and Patricia’s testimonies 
encourage her.

Cathy recollected when Julie asked her, “Don’t you get mad at God?” Her response was,”I can’t 
bite the hand that feeds me.” Stacy shares her testimony of God delivering her from 
barrenness..

Women’s Issues #649

Air date: 5/2

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Philips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Debbie explains the physiological effects of laughter.

Patricia defines the difference between happiness (external) and joy (internal); she and Debbie 
discuss the process of activating joy.

Debbie explains the physiological effects of joy. 



Patricia explains how a person’s joy affects those around them. Stacy proclaims how others 
have been encouraged by Cathy and Patricia’s testimonies. Patricia and Debbie elaborate on 
activating joy. 

Julie gives an analogy about airplane masks and stresses the importance of taking care of 
yourself. Patricia shares a piece of advice her mother gave her. 

Julie requests viewers to pray for Patricia as she mourns the death of her mother; 

#650

Air date: 5/3

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Dorothy Spaulding, Lea Malul

#651

Air date: 5/4

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Dorothy Spaulding, Lea Malul

#652

Air date: 5/5

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Dorothy Spaulding, Tamara James, 
Lea Malul

Marriage #653

Air date: 5/8

Host: Julie Nolan



Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Dorothy Spaulding, Tamara James, 
Lea Malul

Julie opens by explaining her high-pitched voice due to the excitement of discussing the Jewish 
wedding; references Patricia’s fan. Lea references procreation.

Lea describes the ultra traditional Jewish wedding customs; explains the aristocrat dynamic of 
her family; references the disapproval of families from concentration camps. Cathy asks Lea to 
explain the professional matchmaking services and the details of the process from initial 
meeting to marriage. Lea answers the ladies’ questions.

Lea explains how she met and married her spouse outside of her family’s ultra orthodox 
guidelines; affirms her family’s approval of her happiness.

Lea describes engagement contracts and the buying of jewelry for the betrothed; explains how 
the betrothed have minimal contact and communication until after the wedding; states that her 
son who recently married did not follow traditional guidelines; explains how he and his wife met 
and courted.

Lea clarifies the customs performed at the engagement party; lays out the traditions they did 
and did not participate in at her son’s engagement party and wedding; explains the Jewish 
“prenuptial agreement”; unfaithfulness within Jewish marriage; discusses with the ladies and 
answers their questions.

Lea describes the tradition and spiritual meanings behind the actions taking place in a video of 
her son’s marriage; explains the significance of the breaking of the glass in reference to the 
Jewish temple; depicts the guidelines of ritual baths and other laws.

Julie closes by encouraging the viewers to tune in next time.

Marriage #556

Air date: 5/9

Host: Julie Nolan.

Guests: Tina Coonce, Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about how much wisdom Tina has.

~talks about the books called Life in the Right Seat, and For Women Only. 

Debbie talks about the purification process.

Cathy talks about forgiveness. 

The ladies talk about benefits of being married. 



Cathy talks about how to love your husband. Why people need to humble themselves. 

The ladies talk about being married to the wrong person.

#557

Air date: 5/10

Host: Julie Nolan.

Guests: Tina Coonce, Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

#558

Air date: 5/11

Host: Julie Nolan.

Guests: Tina Coonce, Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

#559

Air date: 5/12

Host: Julie Nolan.

Guests: Tina Coonce, Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Women’s Issues  #534

Air date: 5/15

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Tina Coonce, Toedy Gray, Cathy Williams, Bonnie Voorhees

The ladies talks about what they do to find joy when they are depressed. Why it’s important to value your 
friends.

Toedy talks about her marriages.

Bonnie talks about her family.



Women’s Issues / Marriage  #535

Air date: 5/16

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Tina Coonce, Toedy Gray, Cathy Williams, Bonnie Voorhees

The ladies talk about the importance of rest. Talks about how women respond to how they are treated. 
You cannot make a person respect you.

Tina talks about how to respect your husband.  Consider the positive aspects of your husband. 

The ladies talk about priorities. The ladies talk about submission. Talks about why communication is 
important with your husband. 

Family / Women’s Issues  #536

Air date: 5/17

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Debbie McNeely, Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Tina Coonce

Tina talks about how children should take care of their elderly parents.

Debbie talks about how daughters and sons need to honor their parents.

~parents need to feel needed.

Patricia talks about how parents like to feel needed and wanted.

Debbie talks about how people want somebody to talk with.

Debbie talks about how memories are being made every day.

Cathy talks about what she does with her grand-children. 

Women’s Issues  #537

Air date: 5/18

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Tina Coonce, Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely

The ladies talk about how to deal with a daughter that is dating a man who is 20 years older than her.



The ladies talk about some wisdom in courting an older man.

Cathy talks about the importance in premarital counseling. 

The ladies talk about how to deal with people in different seasons in their lives.

Cathy talks about her relationship with Eddie.

#538

Air date: 5/19

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Tina Coonce, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely

#539

Air date: 5/22

Host: Julie Nolan

#540

Air date: 5/23

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Tina Coonce, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely

Women’s Issues  # 500

Air date: 5/24

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Tina Coonce, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips.

Julie talks about how women survive their situations and keep going. 

Tina talks about how women can keep going to survive such bad situations.

~talks about why it’s important to get the news that is true.



Patricia talks about why people need to know that they are not alone. 

Debbie talks about those dry seasons in your life. Talks about the blooming season.

Women’s Issues  #501

Air date: 5/25

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Tina Coonce, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about the change of life.

Tina talks about how herbs are designed to help women who are going through the change of life.  How 
pharmaceutical drugs will hurt you.

The ladies talk about how your diet can play a role with hot flashes.

Patricia talks about what a person can do naturally to work with hormone imbalances.

Julie talks about how chiropractors can help a person with hormone levels.

Tina encourages the viewers to seek answers from the right people.

~why people to seek the right decisions in life.

#503

Air date: 5/26

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Tina Coonce, Debbie McNeely

#504

Air date: 5/29

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Edith Tripp; Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips



#505

Air date: 5/30

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Edith Tripp; Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Kim Tripp, Shanda Tripp

#506

Air date: 5/31

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Edith Tripp, Kim Tripp, Shanda Tripp, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Health / Medical / Women’s Issues #507

Air date: 6/1

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Edith Tripp, Kim Tripp, Shanda Tripp, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Kim talks about her problem with endometriosis. Talks about the time she got pregnant. 

 

Marriage / Women’s issues #508

Air date: 6/2

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Edith Tripp, Kim Tripp, Shanda Tripp, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Shanda talks about why people have conflict in marriage.

Kim talks about how there were trust issues in her relationship.

Edith talks about why people need to wait for a year after a marriage to have kids. Why it’s important to 
forgive others.

Kim talks about how Terry’s girls had trust issues with her. Why people need to be careful about what 
they say to others.



Shandra talks about why you should not behave on the basis of your emotions.

#654

Air date: 6/5

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni, Heather Nolan

Women’s Issues #655

Air date:6/6

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens by announcing today’s topic, “dread.” Ladies mention things they dread. Patricia 
defines the word dread; gives examples of instances that can create dread. Stacy reads the first 
point. Ladies relate to the differences between an external and internal groan. Julie reads about 
the early stages of dread. 

Patricia explains how dread can be mistaken for depression; explains the emotional and 
physical side effects of dread. Patricia elaborates on the side effects of dread; the ladies agree. 
Patricia gives examples on how to overcome dread (“dread is common,” “you’re not alone,” 
“you’re still valuable.”) 

Patricia shares how her sister dreads driving. Julie brings up Cathy’s dislike for driving; shares a 
story. Julie references Natalie losing her cat and how people can feel isolated because others 
do not share their feelings of dread with them; Patricia confirms this truth. Julie states how 
sharing can help both parties heal.

Patricia stresses the importance of not becoming a victim to the sources of dread; dread 
prohibits progression and fulfillment in life; elaborates on her sister’s side effects of dread. Cathy 
reiterates the truths about dread. Patricia stressed the importance of plugging in emotions and 
not letting them get the best of her; explains how she processes emotions and lets the Lord lead 
her through them; stresses the importance of balance in processing emotions such as grief. 
Julie commends her efforts. Cathy reads one of the steps of overcoming dread.

Women’s Issues #656

Air date: 6/7



Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens by announcing the topic, “Dread: Part II.” Patricia explains how God helps her 
heal through writing; references Debbie counting sheep. Patricia recaps yesterday’s 
program; explains how dread can develop into depression. Julie and Stacy elaborate. 

Debbie explains the importance of confronting dread; mentions anticipation as the antonym. 
Cathy reads the first step in the roadmap to dread; “fear.” Patricia elaborates. Stacy lists the 
things dread can steal; Patricia elaborates. Cathy explains how the enemy leads us into 
depression. Debbie reads about how important it is to avoid dread. Patricia states, “dread is 
a thief of your potential”; elaborates. Stacy references “walk the walk.” Debbie elaborates on 
the meaning and context of emotions. Patricia states the importance of having a balance in 
your friendships. The ladies joke about this balance. 

Patricia encourages viewers to take the three steps mentioned to overcome dread; recaps 
the side effects of dread. 

Cathy reads Patricia’s final remarks on the subject. Patricia encourages ladies and viewers 
to seek to understand before they seek understanding. Patricia explains how to make your 
emotions submit; references Natalie’s comment about doing so. 

Patricia expresses the need for peace in the process. Debbie stresses the importance of 
making a decision to work towards overcoming; Patricia and Cathy concur. 

Health #657

Air date: 6/8

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens by announcing today’s topic, “coffee”; mentions tomorrow’s topic about eating 
according to your blood type. Julie brings up coffee; the ladies discuss coffee, cookies, soda, 
nuts, and sparkling water.

Julie reads an excerpt from the Mayo Clinic website about the benefits of coffee; Debbie shares 
a story of a loved one’s lack of moderation in his coffee drinking. The women discuss the 
importance of moderation.

Julie reads some health risks and downfalls of coffee from the excerpt; references the biblical 
truth in the excerpt. Debbie mentions the use of coffee for headache and pain relief. The ladies 
discuss negative side effects of excessive coffee drinking.



Julie continues to read more benefits of coffee from the excerpt. The ladies discuss the side 
effects of artificial sweeteners. Stacy describes “bullet-proof” coffee. The ladies discuss the 
differences between butter and margarine, and processed verses natural cheeses.

Health / Women’s Issues #658

Air date:6/9

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie mentions the book about eating according to your blood type. The ladies discuss the 
differences in their blood types. Debbie explains her blood type diet. The women discuss 
flatulence, apple cider vinegar, and blood types.  

The ladies discuss their blood types and what the book says about them; discuss how 
combinations of food can have negative effects on certain blood types; discuss oils, nuts, and 
meat; Stacy shares how often she cooks with bison.

The ladies discuss the “neutral” foods in the book and how our body shows us which foods it’s 
compatible with.

Debbie and Stacy talk about the importance of reading the ingredients of the foods we eat.

Stacy gets transparent about her past eating disorder and the ways she abused her body 
through eating and exercise habits; shares how she now prays for wisdom in her eating habits; 
shares the struggles that came from her past decisions.

Debbie shares about her mother’s complications from a tubal pregnancy, and the cancer that 
came from her neglect.

Women’s Issues #659

Air date: 6/12

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Rebecca Totilo

Rebecca shares the turmoil of losing her father, and becomes transparent while sharing the 
story of being raped by her high school teacher. The ladies question and discuss the situation 
with Rebecca. Debbie relates to Rebecca’s experience. The ladies continue to discuss 
Rebecca’s experience and encourage her. Rebecca explains how she processed and overcame 
the hardship.



Marriage / Women’s Issues #660

Air date: 6/13

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Rebecca Totilo

Julie opens by bringing up Rebecca’s testimony; the ladies agree. Julie encourages viewers 
who have been through similar situations to seek the Lord for healing; Rebecca concurs and 
elaborates.

Rebecca recaps the aspects of her life she discussed yesterday. 

Rebecca describes how she met her husband, Mark; she placed an AOL bulletin, searching for 
a man of God. The ladies encourage viewers to use caution in selecting a spouse. Rebecca 
continues to explain how her and Mark met and became married; eloped in Vegas.

Rebecca shares that she cannot remember their exact anniversary date. The camera cuts to 
Mark off stage and he answers some of Julie’s questions about him and Rebecca. He stated 
that he knew her name would be Rebecca and that he would marry her, before he even met 
her. Rebecca shares a story about selling her home and purchasing a motor home. Julie shares 
how she and Rebecca met.

Women’s Issues #661

Air date: 6/14

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Rebecca Totilo

Julie opens by encouraging viewers to check out the previous episodes On Demand; recaps 
yesterday’s program. 

Rebecca shares the piece of her life “timeline” she forgot to mention; shares about being 
engaged to a German man and becoming pregnant with her daughter, Rachel. Julie expresses 
her advocacy for adoption. 

Rebecca shares the struggles of being a single mother, the way God led her though His grace, 
and how she received support from her church; explains that her and her sisters were all 
pregnant at the same time; shares that Rachel will soon be 30 and has never met her biological 
father.



Rebecca clarifies and fills the gaps in her life “timeline.” Debbie expresses her perception of 
Rebecca’s struggle of being a single mother and not being able to hear from God because of 
the shame; Rebecca elaborates. 

Rebecca expresses the importance of staying guarded from negativity. Julie asks Rebecca to 
explain how she overcame and forgave her rapist and her family. Rebecca elaborates; explains 
how she and her mother were able to discuss their issues; references unplanned pregnancy, 
alcoholism, and suicide.

Health #662

Air date: 6/15

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Rebecca Totilo

Julie opens by introducing Rebecca; brings up essential oils encourages viewers to watch 
Rebecca at the Well On Demand. Rebecca discusses essential oils; references her school in 
Florida and her books, Fragrance of the Bride, Heal with Oil, and Anoint with Oil; shares her 
skin cancer testimony. 

Rebecca shares a testimony about her blood pressure. Debbie mentions how extra virgin oil 
works in a similar way. Rebecca explains uses for Myrrh, Sandalwood, Spikenard, Bergamot, 
Rosemary, and Clary Sage. 

Julie shares stories about essential oils; Rebecca responds to stories about essential oil 
etiquette. The ladies continue to discuss essential oils. 

Rebecca shares the importance of using pure essential oils; elaborates; references her book, 
Therapeutic Blending.

Debbie discusses the different ways to use essential oils; topical, inhalation, ingestion. Rebecca 
elaborates on this issue. Julie shares a testimony about essential oils and their energy 
enhancing attributes. 

Debbie mentions cedar wood oil; Rebecca elaborates. Cathy asks Rebecca to explain the 
carrier oils. The ladies continue to discuss the different types of essential oils and their uses. 

Patricia asks Rebecca to explain the uses for Turmeric; Rebecca elaborates. Julie asks 
Rebecca to explain dilution; Rebecca explains. Rebecca shares a testimony about Mark’s 
homemade toothpaste; encourages viewers to watch her program to learn more.

Marriage #663



Air date: 6/16

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens by announcing today’s topic, “marriage”; references Eddie and Cathy’s program and 
book. Cathy comments on a specific episode which hosted a panel of ladies; discusses the 
reality of spiritual warfare within marriages; shares how her daughter, Dionna, got her nickname 
“Boomie”; Julie and Cathy talk about Dionna and the skit.

Julie introduces the roll-in for Boomie’s skit from Eddie and Cathy’s program.

Julie commends Dionna for the performance. Cathy and the ladies discuss the message of the 
skit; share their opinions on who to go to for help with marital problems. Patricia references, “my 
side, your side, and the truth.” Cathy encourages viewers to be “righteous, not right. Julie 
discusses the issue of the “blame game.” Patricia reiterates and stresses the importance of 
having an unbiased “counselor.” 

Julie and the ladies discuss the issue of “mind games.” The ladies continue to discuss conflicts 
within marriage. 

Stacy references Eddie and Cathy’s book, Journey to Oneness; shares a personal story about a 
conflict in her marriage before a Christmas service. Julie further discusses a specific aspect of 
the skit. The ladies discuss the lifestyle differences between married and single women. Cathy 
brings us the “mind game” issue and stresses the importance of prayer. Julie personally relates 
to the topic.

 

Women’s Issues / Youth #664

Air date: 6/19

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens by thanking the viewers for tuning in; asks Cathy to share the story about her 
family’s Group Me message feed; Cathy elaborates. Debbie relates; references her mother 
coping with her father’s passing; references “Little Big Shots” with Steve Harvey. 

Julie mentions the cons of group texting; the ladies offer remedies. Julie references Snap 
Chat; the ladies discuss the importance of staying connected with family. Cathy briefly 
explains the upcoming skit. Julie mentions the importance of being good role models for 
children.



Julie introduces the roll-in for the skit (parents gossiping about their pastor and arguing in 
front of their child).

 The women express their amazement over the skit. Cathy tells a relatable story. Julie 
reminds viewers how important it is to remember that children are always listening. The 
ladies continue to analyze and discuss the skit. Debbie references Stacy’s cooking 
segments. Stacy stresses the importance of talking with your children.

Julie asks Stacy to elaborate on her cooking segment “spiel.” Stacy explains. Debbie 
elaborates on the aspects of “table talk” and the physical construction of a table. Julie talks 
about how phones and social media are distracting. Patricia relates and explains the 
purpose of having a family. Debbie relates.

#665

Air date:6/20

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

#666

Air date: 6/21

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

667

Air date: 6/22

Host: Julie Nolan

Health / Medical / Women’s Issues #668

Air Date: 6/23

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Joan Hunter, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni



Joan promotes her book, Healing the Heart; discusses her testimony behind the book; 
references her ex-husband’s homosexuality, her battle with breast cancer and debt, and her 
pursuit of Jesus to heal her heart; testifies of God’s goodness and provision.

Julie and Joan discuss Joan’s previous marriage; Joan explains her pursuit of freedom; shares 
her complete healing testimony; explains the correlation between forgiveness and healing; 
promotes her book, Healing the Whole Man Handbook. 

Debbie explains the correlation between bitterness and cancer. Julie asks Joan to continue 
explaining her testimony of overcoming sexual abuse; shares more of her testimony regarding 
her marriage and her ex-husband’s homosexuality; shares her heart about the dysfunction in 
her family.

Health / Medical  #669

Air Date: 6/26

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Joan Hunter, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Joan explains how Shirley Temple inspired and encouraged her; encourages viewers to find 
things in life that bring joy.

Joan promotes her book, Power to Heal; explains the correlation between spiritual roots and 
physical healing; explains the “RHogam shot”; gives a personal testimony about cadaver bone.

Joan explains cellular memory; shares an amazing testimony of a murderer being discovered 
through a donor recipient’s dream; an eye donor recipient’s testimony; explains the correlation 
between stress and high sugar and hormone levels; shares how joy and laughter can physically 
heal; states that menopause is a curse.

Joan shares more testimonies; how the Lord has used her to minister to doctors; explains the 
differences between soul ties and covenants; how she received freedom; explains how others 
can receive freedom.

Patricia shares her experience with soul ties and covenants; she and Joan continue to elaborate 
on the subject. Joan exhorts how important it is to “Let it go”; references the song from the 
movie Frozen.

Joan shares more instances about the relationship between emotional trauma/abuse and 
physical ailments. 

Julie shares a testimony about a massage and cellular memory; Joan shares another. 



#670

Air Date: 6/27

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Joan Hunter, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Health / Medical #671

Air Date: 6/28

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Guests: Cathy Williams, Joan Hunter, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely

Debbie shares with Joan how enlightening her teaching about cellular memory was; Joan 
elaborates on the subject. Julie expresses her amazement on how our bodies have the ability to 
heal.

Joan explains how to get healing; find the root, forgive, get healed, and forget about it. They 
ladies discuss this process. Cathy recites part of Psalm 103 in relation to holding onto 
unforgiveness and bitterness.

The ladies discuss the power of life and death in our words.

#672

Air Date: 6/29

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

#673

Air Date: 6/30

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

LEN & CATHY CONTINUITY 2ND Q. 2017



Health #616 – 4/5 & 5/4/17

Len & Cathy talk about:

~how to rise above a destructive stress level.

~talks about the word “rest”

#617 – 4/7 & 5/5

#618 – 4/10 & 5/8

#619 – 4/11 & 5/9

#620 – 4/12 & 5/10

#601 – 4/13

Marriage         #602 – 4/14

Len & Cathy talk about:

~women need to find ways to tell their husbands how much they respect them.

#603 – 4/17

#604 – 4/18

#605 – 4/19

#606 – 4/20



#607 – 4/21

#608 – 4/24

#609 – 4/25

#610 – 4/26

Len & Cathy talk about:

~ happiness. 

~ burden of guilt

~the joy and happiness that comes from relationships. 

~ why people need to stop saying “I’m sorry”. They need to say that they apologize. 

 

#611 – 4/27

Len & Cathy talk about:

~True happiness is obtainable. 

~No joy, no strength. 

~Joy.  Why people need to have an attitude of gratitude. 

Len & Cathy talk about:

~why joy does not come through your circumstances.

~make a decision to be happy in every situation that you are going through.

#612 – 4/28

Len & Cathy talk about:

~happiness and joy



~results are a progressive journey.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how to be happy. 

~why it’s important to change you. 

~ Deal with what is inside of you. 

~why you need to love somebody else more than yourself.

~people should not make you unhappy. 

#613 – 5/1

Len & Cathy talk about:

~how to be happy.

~You can find peace, confidence in the middle of your challenge.

~you need to decide to be happy in all situations.

~it’s important to make somebody else’s live easier. 

~why it’s important to speak good events in your situation.

Health           #614 – 5/2

Len & Cathy talk about:

~stress management. How to de-stress your life.

~ peace.

~do not allow care to weigh you down. 

#615 – 5/3

#500 – 5/11



#501 – 5/12

#502 – 5/15

#503 – 5/16

#504 – 5/17

#505 – 5/18

#506 – 5/19.

#507 – 5/22

#508 – 5/23

#509 – 5/24

#510 – 5/25

Health         #511 – 5/26

Len and Cathy talk about:

~ health and wellness.

~why people need to forgive others.

~why people need to be careful about what comes out of their mouth.

~words have the ability to create and change.



Health           #512 – 5/29

Len and Cathy talk about:

~healing, wellness, wholeness.

~why people need to be careful about what they say.

~why people need to speak about what they want.

~why it’s important to speak to your own bodies.

~why people need to talk positive thoughts to themselves.

#513 – 5/30

Health         #514 – 5/31

Len and Cathy talk about:

~why people need to watch what they say.

~what will raise a person’s blood pressure.

~Why people cannot open the door to fear.

~ 

#515 – 6/1

#516 – 6/2

#517 – 6/5

#518 – 6/6



#519 – 6/7

#520 – 6/8

#521 – 6/9

#522 – 6/12

#523 – 6/13

#524 – 6/14

#525 – 6/15

#526 – 6/16

#527 – 6/19

#528 – 6/20

Health         #529 – 6/21

Len and Cathy talk about:

~rest

Len and Cathy talk about:

~self-soothing.

~how sitting down and doing nothing can be healthy.



~why people need to rest.

~why people need to give themselves permission and time to rest.

#530 – 6/22

#531 – 6/23

# 532 – 6/26

# 533 – 6/27

#534 – 6/28

#535 – 6/29

#536 – 6/30

REBECCA AT THE WELL CONTINUITY 2ND Q. 2017

RATW002 - 4/1/17

Prescription drugs play a significant role in the American life, with nearly 70% of all U.S. citizens taking 
one or more medications. The number one condition treated is for, of course, heart disease. Surprisingly, 
the second most common prescription is for antidepressants which suggests mental health is a huge issue. 
Today many people have become heavily dependent upon medications and doctors instead of looking to 
our creator for healing. These pharmaceutical drugs not only don’t heal, but pose many other threats. In 
fact, adverse drug reaction is now one of the leading causes of death in the United States with over 2 
million reported incidents and over 100,000 deaths a year.  In this program Rebecca looks at God’s 
prescription for wellness and how you can walk in divine health. 



Rebecca discusses essential oils, what they are, where they come from and their healing properties.  In 
this program she focuses on Cedarwood oil, its many uses and the proper applications.

RATW010 – 4/8

Rebecca discusses the essential oil of hyssop which is anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, anti-parasitic, 
antiseptic, and antiviral. Hyssop can help with colds, coughs, and fever as a decongestant and helps 
reduce fat in tissue.  Hyssop raises low blood pressure and opens the respiratory system.  Other uses for 
this oil include strengthening and toning the nervous system and serves as a sedative.  It can be beneficial 
for quieting anxiety and clearing the mind.

Rebecca further discusses how essential oils affect a person’s emotions.  Emotions are simply the 
way we currently feel.  They are a response to what we see, smell, hear, feel, or think.  Our 
emotions are involved in many body systems such as the endocrine system, the nervous system, 
and the immune system.  Research studies have begun to reveal compelling evidence that various 
essential oils have the ability to affect each one of these systems, bringing balance and harmony 
to the body.

RATW003 – 4/15

In this episode Rebecca discusses the recommendations for consuming essential oils and the ways you 
can do that.  She also talks about the frequency of use of oils.

Rebecca explains that Cypress essential Oil is one of the oils most used for the circulatory system. The 
therapeutic qualities of Cypress include improving circulation, supporting the nerves and intestines, and 
supporting the immune system and cardiovascular system.

She includes some recipes for Aromatherapy weight loss inhalers and instructions on how to use them.



RATW004 – 4/22

As  believers,  whether  we  want  to  admit  it  or  not,  most  of  us  fear death.  Even with  the comfort  
of  knowing  the  promises  of  heaven  and  the  afterlife  in  the  Holy  Scriptures, 

Death  remains  a  great  mystery,  something  which  every religion  and  philosophy have wrestled with 
since the beginning of time. Death is a natural part of existence, yet our culture tends to view death as a 
taboo topic. 

Rebecca talks about the use of essential oils in preparing bodies for burial.  Myrrh has been used for 
centuries as an ingredient for embalming the dead.

Rebecca also discusses the therapeutic and medicinal uses of myrrh.

RATW005 – 4/29

In this episode Rebecca discusses the use of anointing oils and provides a recipe for an anointing oil blend 
roll-on. 

RATW006 – 5/6

Rebecca discusses the use of Spikenard as an aromatic anointing oil and how it was used in biblical times.

Later in the program she talks about linen sprays and the various ways to use them.  She also provides 
several different recipes for the sprays.

RATW007 – 5/13



In this episode Rebecca discusses New Year’s resolutions and gives 7 tips for being successful in keeping 
your resolutions:

1. Pick only one thing

2. Plan ahead

3. Anticipate problems

4. Pick a start date

5. Write it Down

6. Accept failure

7. Plan rewards

Following that discussion she explains the use of Almond oil as a carrier oil for essential oils, then 
answers Facebook questions about essential oils.

RATW008 – 5/20

In this episode Rebecca shares a story about a small band of thieves protecting themselves from the Black 
Plague of the 16th Century with a secret essential oil blend. These thieves were apothecaries, and their 
family had worked as apothecaries for many generations. Because of their intimate knowledge of the 
healing arts passed down from generation to generation, they were familiar with a combination of specific 
plant oils that, when rubbed on the body, would protect the body from contracting this most feared and 
deadly disease. The King forced the thieves to divulge the specific plant oils used and their secret 
formula. With that vital information, the King was able to protect himself and his family from the deadly 
plague. Legend has it, the recipe for the thieves' oils can still be found in the Royal English Archives to 
this day.  

Rebecca then shares many of the ways you can use cinnamon essential oil at home.



She follows that with answering Facebook questions she has received on cinnamon oil.

RATW009 – 5/27

Rebecca discusses diffuser blends for around the home. Diffusing oils in your home is a nice way to set a 
mood, freshen and brighten a sick room, or add atmosphere to a social event.

These are easy to make and use. If you are using a tealight holder for this, you will want to add a little 
water, so the oils don’t burn. For electric nebulizers, you can add your blend directly into the well – no 
water is necessary.

Kitchen

The kitchen is the central area of the home in which everything surrounds. Everyone loves to smell 
something good coming out of the kitchen.

2 drops grapefruit

2 drops petitgrain

2 drops tangerine (or orange)

Living Room

The is the social area of your home, so the blend for this space should be inviting and set the mood.

2 drops frankincense

2 drops lavender

2 drops rosemary

Bedroom

The bedroom blend should be relaxing and enhance sleep.

2 drops chamomile



2 drops lavender

2 drops marjoram

Bathroom

Rather than masking unpleasant odors with chemical-based products, this blend can help disinfect this 
space.

2 drops orange

2 drops pine

2 drops tea tree

Home Office

This blend will help you stay alert and focused on the business.

2 drops basil

2 drops lemon

2 drops rosemary

Home Gym

If you like to workout, this blend will give you the extra motivation to get moving.

2 drops black pepper

2 drops ginger

2 drops rosemary

Garden or Balcony

Sometimes you may want to entertain outdoors and choosing the right essential oils can keep the pests 
away.

3 drops citronella

3 drops lavender



Laundry

This room may tend to smell damp or moldy; to prevent that this blend will freshen your space.

2 drops grapefruit

2 drops lemon

2 drops lemongrass

Galbanum Facebook Questions 

1. Connie in Bradenton, Florida writes, “What are essential oils?”

Essential oils are concentrated extracts of certain plants, grasses, herbs or trees, and could be 
derived from their fruit, leaves, roots, stems, flowers or seeds. They are called essential because 
they contain the very essence of the plant, and contain aromatic and therapeutic properties. 

2. Terri down in Miami, Florida wants to know, “How do I use essential oils?”

There are several ways to use essential oils: diffusion, topically or for cooking or cleaning. If 
used topically, it is recommended to dilute the oil in a carrier oil. Diffusing is a very easy and 
popular way to benefit from essential oils.

3. Julie in Green Bay, Wisconsin writes, “Are essential oils safe to use on children?”

It is always recommended to dilute essential oils before use using a carrier oil. If applied 
topically, apply to the bottoms of their feet as this area is not as sensitive as other areas of the 
body. Some essential oils are not recommended for children or the elderly, so you will want to 
check on each oil you are considering using in my book, Therapeutic Blending With Essential 
Oil.

4. Terrance in Fort Worth, Texas asks, “What is a carrier oil?”

A carrier oil is an oil made from the seed, nut or vegetable, and is meant to dilute and deliver the 
essential oil for topical use. Some carrier oils have beneficial properties in themselves, such as 
jojoba oil, grapeseed oil or fractioned coconut oil. 



RATW013 – 6/17

Rebecca discusses the parallels between the Jewish wedding ceremony and The Bride of Christ; makes 
essential oil bath salts.

TCT TODAY 2ND Q. 2017

Community Development #6991

Air date: 4/3/2017

Tom talks about the wells that TCT has sponsored. 

~introduces a roll-in of Marion Medical Mission.

~show pictures of the different wells that were installed.

Julie introduces a roll-in of Jonathan Hessen talking about the current events in Israel.

Community Development #6992

Air date: 4/4/2017

Host: Tom Nolan

Guests: Shane Chaney, Mike Daly

Tom talks about the organization Marion Medical Mission. 

Shane encourages the viewers to sponsor wells in Africa. 

Health / Government #6993

Air date: 4/5/2017

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Cathy Williams

Cathy talks about the Rebecca at the Well program.  Talks about how essential oils can help all sorts of 
pains in the body.

Julie introduces a roll-in of Jonathan Hessen talking about the current events in Israel.



Tom encourages the viewers to pray for Israel.

Tom talks about a meeting that he went to for POTUS shield. 

Health / Women’s Issues #6994

Air date: 4/6/17

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Cathy Williams

Tom emphasizes how being stuck in the past prohibits one from moving forward in life. Cathy 
explains an analogy and a personal experience to support Tom’s comments.

Julie stresses the importance of forgiveness. 

Government / Law & Order             #6995

Air date: 4/7/17

Host: Tom Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Mike Daly 

Tom discusses ongoing tragedies and conflict in Sweden, Syria, and Israel; mentions recent 
attack on local ministry.

Government #6996

Air date: 4/10/17

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Cathy Williams

Julie introduces the roll-in for Jonathan Hessen regarding current events in Israel; state of 
emergency declared in Syria. 

Medical / Women’s Issues #6997

Air date: 4/11/17



Hosts: Julie Nolan

Guest: Jason & Melissa McKinnies, Evan Milby

Jason defines the difference between transparency and vulnerability; shares vague testimony of 
him and Melissa overcoming hardship; referenced Melissa’s medical issues. Julie and Melissa 
elaborate on his points. 

#6998

Air date: 4/12/17

Hosts: Julie Nolan

Guest: Jason & Melissa McKinnies, Evan Milby

#6999

Air date: 4/13/17

Hosts: Julie Nolan

Guest: Jason & Melissa McKinnes, Evan Milby

Marriage #7000

Air date: 4/14/17

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Pastor Rodney Hill, Shenia Hill

Julie, Shenia, and Pastor Hill discuss the dynamics of God’s relationship with us and its 
correlation to marriage.

Marriage #7001

Air date: 4/17/17

Host: Julie Nolan



Guests: Pastor Rodney Hill, Shenia Hill

Julie opens by introducing The Hill’s; asks Pastor Hill to explain how he “married up.”; he 
explained; referenced a time an employee (a “pretty Ricky”) at TJ’s Deli in North Carolina 
wanted to fight him because he didn’t believe Shenia was his wife. 

Shenia comments how she doesn’t answer to those who address her with disrespect; she and 
Pastor Hill explain how they are examples for other couples. Julie asks The Hills to explain ways 
they avoid negativity and disrespect in their relationship; they elaborate. Pastor Hill stresses the 
importance of the power of spoken words; Shenia references ripe and rotten fruits. Pastor Hill 
describes how marriage emulates a relationship with Christ.

Julie asks The Hills how they resolve conflict in their marriage; Shenia comments on the need 
for a balance of conflict and peace; Pastor Hill describes how Christ must be the center of a 
relationship; emotional stability is more important than passion. Pastor Hill elaborates on how 
people carry emotional baggage relationship to relationship; references fish; stresses the 
importance of friendship in marriage.

Pastor Hill and Shenia explain how they learned to love one another through different love 
languages and prayer; references massages. Julie thanks The Hills for sharing. Pastor Hill and 
Shenia elaborate on how women take “pieces” of men to “build” the “perfect man”; “they want a 
husband, but don’t want to be a wife.” Pastor Hill and Shenia explain how they avoid infidelity.

#7002

Air date: 4/18/17

Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: Bishop Henry Phillips

Government #7003

Air date: 4/19/17

Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: Bishop Henry Phillips

Tom opens by introducing Bishop Phillips, discusses the governor of Iowa’s accomplishments.

Tom introduces the roll-in for the interview with the governor of Iowa; discusses the trip to Iowa 
with Bishop Phillips; references the introduction of prayer and Bible reading at the court houses 



in Iowa. Bishop Phillips states his gratitude for leaders in our nation who still seek God and 
promote freedom of religion.

Government #7004

Air date: 4/20/17

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Dorothy Spaulding, Tamara James

Julie opens by introducing Dorothy and Tamara. 

Dorothy shares her heart for Israel; discusses her opinions about and efforts in supporting 
Israel. 

Dorothy gives an update on Israel. Julie encourages viewers to support Israel. 

Government / Law & Order #7005

Air date: 4/21/17

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Dorothy Spaulding, Tamara James 

Julie and Dorothy discuss their trip to Poland. Julie encourages viewers to visit and pray for 
Poland.  Julie and Dorothy discuss Warsaw. Dorothy expresses her bewilderment of the heart 
behind the Nazi movement; relates it to the events occurring in America today; encourages 
viewers to pray. Julie mentions the depravity of the mass graves they visited; cuts to pictures of 
the graves. Dorothy and Julie share how they met 6 righteous Polish people; cuts to picture of 
the man, Joseph, who hid Jews for 14 years.

Julie describes their meeting with a Jewish survivor; cuts to picture of Joseph and the family of 
survivor. Dorothy brings up the Catholic nun who shares her story; Julie elaborates; cuts to 
picture of the nun and priest. Julie and Dorothy discuss the reality of spiritual 
heaviness/sleepiness. Dorothy explains Auschwitz and the forms of tortuous deaths; cuts to 
picture. Julie references human trafficking and encourages viewers to pray. Dorothy concurs. 
The ladies discuss the current and future persecution of Christians. 



Marriage #7006

Air date: 4/24/17

Host: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Cathy Williams

Julie references Eddie and Cathy’s book, “Journey to Oneness” and their marriage conferences 
to stress the importance of spending time with your spouse. Cathy concurs; gives tips for a 
healthy marriage. Tom expounds on the importance of planning ahead; Julie and Cathy agree.

#7007

Air date: 4/25/17

Hosts: Tom and Heather Nolan

Guest: Shane Chaney

.

#7008

Air date: 4/26/17

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Shane Chaney

#7009

Air date: 4/27/17

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Cathy Williams

#7010

Air date: 4/28/17

Hosts: Tom Nolan, Julie Nolan



Guest: Mike Daly

Health #7011

Air date: 5/1/2017

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Cathy Williams

Julie introduces the roll-in for Rebecca at the Well.

Tom and Julie discuss essential oils and Rebecca’s program. Cathy shares about her 
experience with essential oils and the oil party she hosted. Julie, Tom, and Cathy continue to 
confer regarding essential oils and the program. 

#7012

Air date: 5/2/17

Host: Tom Nolan

#7013

Air date: 5/3/2017

Hosts: Dr. Garth Coonce, Tom Nolan, Julie Nolan

Guest: Frank Amedia

#7014

Air date: 5/4/2017

Hosts: Dr. Garth Coonce, Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Education #7015

Air date: 5/3/2017



Hosts: Tom Nolan, Julie Nolan

Guest: Cathy Williams

Cathy shares a story about prayer in school. Tom reiterates the importance of prayer in the 
education system. Julie mentions the issue of bullying. Cathy commends Tom for praying with 
his children.

Veterans / Community #7016

Air date: 5/8/17

Hosts: Tom Nolan, Julie Nolan

Guest: Shane Chaney

Tom shares his part in the weekend service project for the veterans. Shane comments on the 
service project. Tom, Julie, and Shane share and discuss how they helped serve those affected 
by recent flooding. 

#7017

Air date: 5/9/17

Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: Bishop Henry Phillips

#7018

Air date: 5/10/17

Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: Bishop Henry Phillips

#7021

Air date: 05/15/17

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan



Guests: Cathy Williams, Melanie Walker

#7022

Air date: 5/16/17

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Melanie Walker

.  

#7023

Air date: 5/17/17

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Lonnie Brown

#7024

Air date: 5/18/17

Host: Tom Nolan

Guests: Bishop Henry Phillips, Lonnie Brown

#7025

Air date: 5/19/2017

Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: Bishop Henry Phillips

7026

Air date: 5/22/17

Hosts: Tom Nolan and Julie Nolan



Government #7027

Air date: 5/23/17

Host: Judge Brown

Guest: Pastor Zach Prosser

Judge introduces Zach, the pastor of Celebration Church; expresses his sadness over the ISIS 
attack in London. Zach encourages viewers to come together in response to tragedy. Judge 
expresses TCT’s support. Judge encourages the intercessors to rise up. Zach agrees and 
supports with Scripture. Judge commends the President for his support of Israel.

Health / Mental Health #7028

Air date: 5/24/17

Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: Joan Hunter

Tom introduces Joan and provides a brief summary of her biography. 

Joan promotes her book, Power to Heal; explains the difference between healthy grieving and 
the spirit of grief; speaks briefly about guilt and the spirit of suicide.

 Joan shares more testimonies of how she was healed through her prayer and the power of the 
Holy Spirit; encourages viewers to increase their expectancy of God; talks about the spiritual 
roots of sickness, disease and aliments; continues to share her testimonies about divorce, debt, 
and cancer. 

Tom talks about the evidence of emotional and spiritual roots of sickness in the Bible, as well as 
the scientific proof that supports the Bible’s evidence. Joan encourages viewers who are dealing 
with grief. 

Tom and Joan discuss the reality of the power of life and death in words; Joan talks about ADD, 
ADHD, and PTSD; shares how to overcome these disorders through prayer; shares her 
testimony of being healed of cancer.

Tom and Joan discuss the biblical truths of healing and forgiveness; stress the importance of 
receiving healing and walking in God’s purpose; Joan shares personal testimony; encourages 
viewers to seek Jesus.

Community Development #7029

Air date: 5/25/17



Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: Pastor Robb Stancer

Tom opens by announcing his presence on the WDWO set and the upcoming Celebrate on the 
Road program. Robb shares about Detroit outreach programs and ministries; commends TCT’s 
efforts. 

Community Development #7030

Air date: 5/26/17

Host: Tom Nolan

Guests: Pastors Anthony Shannon, James Friedman

Tom opens announcing his presence at the WDWO station; introduces Anthony and James; 
provides a brief summary of their biographies; commends their efforts.

Anthony and James share their outreach and ministry efforts. Tom stresses the importance of 
active community outreach. Anthony and James respond in agreement.

Anthony and James share about their involvement with their local law enforcement units. 

Government / Community Development #7031

Air date: 5/29/17

Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: Pastor Samuel Hampton II

Tom and Samuel reflect on Memorial Day and pay respect to those who have fought to ensure 
the freedom of religion. Tom encourages viewers to honor those who have sacrificed.

Tom introduces the Memorial Day roll-in.Tom and Samuel talk about the Love Akron ministry.

#7032

Air date: 5/30/17

Hosts: Tom and Heather Nolan

Guest: Judge Brown



#7033

Air date: 5/31/17

Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: Pastor Tim Walker

#7034

Air date: 6/1/17

Hosts: Tom Nolan

Guest: Pastor Dana Gammill

Community Development #7035

Air date: 6/2/17

Hosts: Tom Nolan

Guest: Pastor Demeris Johnson

Tom shares about outreach projects in the southern Illinois communities; encourages viewers to 
be outwardly focused.

#7037

Air date: 6/6/17

Hosts: Tom and Heather Nolan

#7038

Air date: 6/7/17

Hosts: Julie Nolan and Tom Nolan



#7039

Air date: 6/8/17

Host: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guests: Anthony and Deborah Walton

TCT Today

#7040

Air date: 6/9/17

Hosts: Tom Nolan, Julie Nolan

#7041

Air date: 6/12/17

Hosts: Tom Nolan, Julie Nolan

Community Development #7042

Air date: 06/13/17

Host: Tom Nolan, Heather Nolan

Tom introduces the Nashville Local Connection roll-in, which references a food bank, Chris 
Whitley, and the One Generation Away ministry.

Tom encourages viewers to serve. Heather shares her and Tom’s volunteer efforts; references 
the kids program and Trunk or Treat. 

Tom and Heather discuss the importance of serving.

Tom introduces the Israel update roll-in; encourages viewers to pray for Israel.

Government / Crime/ Law & Order #7043



Air date: 6/14/17

Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: Mike Daly

Tom shares about the shooting in Washington DC while the congressmen were practicing for an 
annual baseball game for charity between the Republicans and Democrats; 4 people were shot, 
two of them officers from the Capitol Police who took down the shooter.

Mike shared that this is a difficult time and it’s happening more and more; he gives examples; 
People are wondering what they are going to wake up to in the mornings, BUT this is a good 
time to know the Lord. We can take comfort; hear His voice; be in His protection and have 
peace and purpose. Our purpose should be to share the good news of God in our everyday life.

Tom shares about a luncheon he went to last week and the Speaker, a former US 
Congressman, spoke about this annual event. Tom states that the shooting happened on Flag 
Day.

Crime / Law & Order #7044

Air date: 06/15/17

Host: Julie Nolan and Tom Nolan

Guest: Danette Crawford (Skype)

Danette shares about her outreach – Joy Ministries and The Father’s House

Danette saysThe Father’s House is a place that women who have children can go to if they are 
in crisis. They have two sister homes that help these women in the Virginia area. Many women 
are involved in human trafficking.Danette explains how long they can stay in these home and 
the guidelines they must abide by to stay.

Danette says it is a “Hand Up” not a “Hand Out”. They have different programs to help break the 
cycle. Tom; comments on how sex trafficking is modern day slavery. Danette says that it is a big 
problem in our nation and they are trying to bring awareness. The two major hubs for trafficking 
are New York and Atlanta and Virginia is right in the middle of them. The Father’s House 
rescues women and helps them to come out of this life style. 



Julie, Tom and Danette discuss:

1.  The age girls start into trafficking
2. Once the girls are involved, is it hard for them to leave?
3. Ways they start into trafficking

a. Enticed by “ Romeo Traffickers”
b. Kidnapped
c. Sold by family members

They also share on ways of prevention:

1. Keeping God and the Gospel involved, they are funded by donation only  and this 
keeps them free to teach the Bible and what God says

2. Making people aware that human trafficking is here, at home, in our nation. 
3. Teaching and prevention

#7045

Air date: 6/16/17

Host: Julie Nolan & Tom Nolan

#7046

Air date: 6/19/17

Host:  Garth Coonce, Julie Nolan & Tom Nolan

Community #7047

Air date: 6/20/17

Host: Tom and Heather Nolan

 

Heather shares how important prayer partners are; people don’t realize how many people 
volunteer at churches.

Tom introduces the Detroit Station (WDWO) roll-in showing a church holding a community 
activity in a park.



Heather talks about their church and how important it is to share with the community; Tom 
relates it to Christian Television; he talks how great it is to invite people to outside events like a 
barbeque in a park; on a regular weekly basis. 

Government / Abortion #7048

Air date: 6/21/17

Host: Julie Nolan and Tom Nolan

Guest: Mark Taylor and Mary Colbert

Mary starts by saying they have some good news - The Trump Prophecies written by herself 
and Mark Taylor. Mary explains how Mark, a former firefighter, had a vision   that Donald Trump 
would be the President of the United States; Mark didn’t know when. 

Mark shares that he retired in 2006 from being a firefighter, he received an assignment from 
God and God has anointed him. The 1st month after his retirement he received the vision. In 
2011 he says he saw Trump in an interview. In the interview he heard the voice of the Lord 
saying “you’re hearing the words of the future President”. He went into his room and starting 
writing prophecies. 

Mary shares about the prophecy of Mark that Donald Trump will replace 5 Supreme Justices. 

Mark & Mary speak about abortion; humanity is God’s ‘currency’, ”you take care of mine and I’ll 
take care of yours”…No one has a right to stop a heartbeat of another person 

They play a trailer roll-in about Mark Taylor.

Government   #7049

Air date: 6/22/17

Host: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Mark Taylor and Mary Colbert 



Julie talks about book The Trump Prophecies that Mary and Mark have written. They show a 
trailer about Mark. Tom explains that Mark was given these prophecies in 2011and thought they 
would be for 2012. He asks Mark what he thought when it didn’t happen in 2012. Mark thought 
he had missed the prophecy since Trump didn’t become president in 2012. Mark says God told 
him He delayed the prophecy until 2016 because people needed time to develop a righteous 
anger.

Mary speaks about the 501C status that churches receive from the government. The 
constitution is about the government staying out of the church not vice a versa.

Julie shares that Mary met President Trump and asks her about his way of speaking and acting. 
She says Donald Trump is not the same man he was at the beginning. He is now a saved man 
and needs prayer. Mark shares that he is an ordinary guy, and there are many more behind him 
coming to advance the kingdom of God. Mary shares that the best is yet to come.

Community #7050

Air date: 6/23/17

Host: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Julie encourages viewers that have upcoming community events, to call or go to TCT”s website, 
under contacts, and share the event; TCT will put it on the bulletin board.

Tom announces the roll in for Nashville, TN; community outreach for feeding people in their 
community. (TCT Local Connections)

Julie talks about how big Nashville is and Tom agrees that it is a fast growing place

#7051

Air date: 6/26/17

Host: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

#7052

Air date Host: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

: 6/27/17



REJ060817

Air date:

Host: Tom Nolan

Guests: Pastor Anthony and Deborah Walton

Topic: Marriage and Forgiveness

Tom opens by encouraging viewers to call in for prayer; introduces Anthony and 
Deborah; gives a brief summary of their biography; promotes Anthony’s book, Under the 
Shadow.

Anthony explains how he and Deborah met and married and later were saved while 
Anthony was in prison. Deborah shares her side of the story. 

Anthony and Deborah discuss their story and testimony; reference Isaiah 59; share how 
God miraculously released him from prison; gave them provision; led them into ministry.

Tom responds in amazement at the power of their testimony. Anthony explains how the 
power of God changed his life. 

Anthony shares the ways God has used he and Deborah for His glory.

Tom and Anthony discuss the importance of love, transparency, and patience in 
ministry.

 Anthony gives a hospital analogy for the Church. Tom responds in agreement.

Anthony encourages viewers to “keep moving” and seek Jesus; stresses the importance 
of intercessory prayer; hares the way God molded the plans for his life.

Anthony promotes his books, Under the Shadow and Under the Shadow II.

Tom closes by thanking the Walton’s for coming; encourages viewers to call in for 
prayer; support TCT.


